THE ’,VHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 17, 1974

ACTION

~EMORANDUI~ FOR: THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

KEN COLE

SUBJECT:

~privacy Initiative

Background:
One ar_~f, traditior~al Republican concern~has.been organizational intrusion
(either by government or industry) into the life of an individual or his family.
_The State of the Union appears to be an excellent time to assert your interest
in a reassessment of the individual’s ability to cope with government and business
intrusions on his own private affairs. There are currently over .70 bills pending
before Congress to limit a variety of such intrusions, but they have received
relatively little play.
A statement of fundamental principles, a promise to reassess existing policies
and propose legislation where needed, and a task force or Domestic Council
Committee to undertake such a~ effort would reassure many individuals who
have legitimate concerns over computers, data banks, and the multitude of
’!questionnaires" they face in their daily lives.
II.

~Fundamental Concepts
Attached at Tab A is a detailed discussion of the following principles which
you might articulate to guide this privacy policy study:
A.

An in|dividual should be able to find out what information about him
is in a record and how it is used.

Bo

An individual should be able to correct or amend an inaccurate or
incomplete record of identifiable information about him.

Co

An individual should be able to prevent information about him obtained
for one purpose from being used or made available for another purpose.
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D

An o~ganization maintaining records of identifiable personal data must
assure the reliability of the data for their intended use and must take
precautions to prevent misuse of the data.
An individual asked to supply personal data by any organization should
be informed whether he is legally required to provide such data, and of
any specific consequence of providing or not providing the. data.

F. The Social, Security Number ~ should¯be used only where there is a
specific legislative mandate from Congress.
It is important to note that some or all of the principles would not apply to areas
of criminal intelligence, national security, and perhaps others.

Questions will inevitable arise with regard to wiretaps. A review of governmental action and policy on wiretaps is currently underway by the Wiretap
Commission, established by law, which will submit a report to you in eighteen
months. We. can_ and should defer any movement in this area until receipt of their
report (which we fully expect to be favorable).
Organizational Structure
Rather than appoint an outside commission on.privacy, I recommend you
establish a Domestic Council Committee to do this policy review and propose
legislation where necessary. The Committee could be chaired by the Vice
President and have the Attorney General, the Secretaries of HEW, Defense, and
Treasury and the Administrator of the Office of Telecommunications as members.

A working group consisting of individuals.from those, and possibly other gover
mental agencies, would develop the papers, and work full time on the project.
Approve

Disapprove

STATEMENT OF FUNDAMENTALS

The State of the Union Message should provide a beginning point in establishing an
interest in privacy. A more comprehensive statement of principles should follow
within two to three months after the Message itself, based on more extensive staff work.
As important as the principles listed here are the exceptions that it is reasonable to
anticipate having to make. In the areas of criminal intelligence, national security, and
perhaps others, some or all of the principles will not apply. The Message should make
explicit that there will have to be such exceptions, in order to allay unwarranted concern
by those engaged in such sensitive work, and to avoid giving rise to expectations by
the Public that cannot be fulfilled.
Approve

Disapprove

A..An Individual should be able to find out what information about him is
in a record and how it is used.
Justification: This principle was given recognition in the Fair Credit
Reporting Act. (FCRA), the pioneering federal legislation in this entire
area. The rationale behind it is that the accuracy .and appropriate use of
information about individuals can best be assured by directly involving the
individuals of records-by making them the "feedback mechanism" or "check"’.
A further benefit is that individuals can be reassured that inaccurate or
incomplete records are not being maintained on them, and that their records
are being utilized only for legitimate, authorized purposes.
One example of the problem is the case ofa widow of a deceased veteran who
tried to prove her husband died of service-related injury. The Veteran’s
Administration denied her claim on the basis of an autopsy record, but would
not allow her to inspect the record. Ultimately, the autopsy report turned
out to be on another veteran, and had been misfiled under.her husband’s
name ..

Another very common problem is the failure of criminal history records
("rap sheets") to include post-arrest dispositions. Individuals have been
harmed by the dissemination of such incomplete records where they were
subsequently acquitted or charges were dropped.
Anticipated Support and Or~aniztation: Virtually all organizations, governmental and private, that maintain a substantial number of records on
individuals may be expected to oppose this principle on the grounds that it
will be costly, a drain on staff time, and will be used by a small number for
purposes of harrassment. It may be significant, however, that the FBI
now supports the principle of individual access to criminal history records.
A provision for reasonable fees and other safeguards should offset many of
the arguments against it.
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The ACLU, consumer groups, student organizations, and labor tend to
support the principle. Others who have taken a public position in favor
of this principle are: Robert Henderson, Vice-President, Honeywell
Corporation; Mayor Alioto of San Francisco; Nicholas Katzenbach, General
Counsel, IMB; California Intergovernmental Board on Electronic Data
Processing; Vance Packard; Andrew Biemiller, AFL-CIO; Olga Madar,
UAW. Congressmen lending public support to this principle include
Senators Bayh, Ervin, and Goldwater, and Representatives Edwards,
Goldwater, and Koch. Opponents, with the exception of credit agencies,
have been less outspoken to date.
The real issue may turn out to be whether an individual can get a copy
of his record. The FCRA does not currently allow this, legislation to
make the change is pending, and the affected business interests are
fighting to defeat it . The proposed statement of principle does not commit
the President to a position on this point.

Approve

Disapprove

An individual should be able to correct or amend an inaccurate or incomplete
record of identifiable information about him.

Justification: This principle really flows from the previous one, and is necessary
to give it meaning. To know one’s file is inaccurate or being misued and yet to
be unable to do anything to remedy the situation would be most frustrating and,
from all. points of view, senseless.
..Approve
Co

Disapprove

An individual should be able to prevent information about him obtained for
one purpose from bein~ used or made available for another, purpose.
Justification: Information that is accurate and harmless in one context may
be misleading or harmful in another. When individuals give such information voluntarily, or as the condition for a benefit, it is not their intention
that it be used for another purpose. Without their consent, it should not be.
An extreme example of the problem addressed by this principle is the practice
engaged in by some distributors of pornographic literature of sending obscene,
pandering materials to individuals whose names were obtained from mailing
lists compiled for other purposes and then sold for commercial gain. Another
example is the potential misuse of a teacher’s (doctor’s) confidential
evaluations of a student (patient) by making them available for non-

educational (non-medical) purposes. The inability of the recipient to.
appreciate the context in which the report was prepared and the absence
of comparable data on the subject’s peers against which to weigh the information, creates a risk of erroneous inference and misuse.
Anticipated Support and Opposition: All organizations that conduct or rely
extensively on investigative reports on individuals will object to this
principle because they commonly compile their records, in part, from
existing records of other institutions. In fact, a fundamental part of the
investigative art is knowing where to go to find verifiable records on
individuals. While a single organization might agree that its records ought
not to be available to others, few would be willing to deny themselves the
right to obtain information from others’ records. On this basis, credit,
insurance, banking, private security, civil service commissions and
employers’ organizations would probably oppose this statement.
Law enforcement and national security investigators would, of course, be
excepted where pursuing a legitimate investigation, subject, of course, to
established rules regarding confidentiality. If this exception were made
clear, their opposition would probably be minimal.
One other group of opponents are those who thrive on the availability! of
maximum amounts of data, e.g., marketing and research organizations,
and some members of the academic community.
Supporters for this view are civil liberties, consumers, labor, and many
professional associations. Most academic and student groups probably
would be supporters as well. In addition, it should be noted that this
statement apparently has particular appeal to middle and upper income
groups who want their financial records to be. private, and to both conservatives and liberals who worry about centralized or easily accessed
information systems.
Approve
Do

Disapprove

An organization maintaining records of identifiable personal data must assure
the reliabilit~r of the data for their intended use and must take precautions
to prevent misuse of the data.
Justification: The three previous principles involve the individual directly
in helping to protect his own interests. But the organizations that collect,
store, use and disseminate data must abide by some minimum standards so
that the entire burden for "policing" the system will not rest on individuals.
To the extent that individuals’ involvement may be regarded by some as a
nuisance, it is sensible to take organizational steps that will make it that
much less necessary.
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In addition to assuring the reliability of data and limiting its dissemination, strict data security and access rules would be implemented to try
to prevent unauthorized computer linkages and leaks or thefts of information by personnel.
o

Anticipated Support and Opposition: We are unable to locate any opponents
for this principle, as stated. The battleground issues here will emerge
when decisions are made as to "dedicated" vs. "shared" systems, the
appropriate techniques for preventing unauthorized linkages, the degree
of federal government regulation, etc. But these are not resolved by the
statement, and must be deferred.

A major source of support for a statement such as this comes from the
computer industry. Justifiably worried that a popular "backlash" against
compuetized systems could affect their interests, they are very supportive
of remedial efforts now to head off such a development.
Approve

Disapprove

An individual asked to supply personal data by any .organization should be
iformed whether he is le~all~r r. equired .to.provide such data, and of an~r
specific consequence of providin~ or not.providin~ the data.
Justification: Much of the data currently collected on individuals, by
government as well as private organizations, may or may not be needed.
Up to the present no significant burden has been placed on information
gathers to justify, in both cost-effectiveness and privacy-security terms,
the masses of data that are collected. Hopefully such a "burden of proof."
will be imposed more often in the future.
One step toward making this a reality is to provide individuals with an
adequate basis for deciding whether or not to provide information about
themselves. This would appear to require three things: (a) an indication
on questionnaires, applications, report forms, etc., whether the information
is legally required or voluntary; (b) an explanation of the consequences of
not providing the information -- legal sanctions, denial of benefits, or none;
(c) if the information is provided, how and by whom it will be used.
Anticipated Support and Opposition: While this proposition is included
among the recommendations of the HEW Advisory Committee, there appears
to have been little direct public discussion of it to date. It is a reasonable
inference, however, that the constellation of interests will line up very
much as forecast for Statement of Principle "A". The reasoning is that both

-5recommendations would impose certain operational burdens on
bureaucracies, and would bring a greater degree of formality into
an area where practices have been largely unregulated.
Once again, the differential impact on private and most governmental
organizations, as opposed to law enforcement and national security
investigators, probably should be stressed. While the principle would
be the same for all, law enforcement and national security agencies
presumably already operate within a legal frameworkthat confines
their actions. To the extent this is in reality effected by applying this
principle. If made explicit, opposition from these quarters would be
minimized.
Approve

Disapprove

The Social SecuritY Number should be used only where there is a specific
legislative mandate from Con~res.s.
Justification: When the Social Security program was set up in 1936, it was
widely expected that an individual’s number would be confidential.
Beginning in 1943, departures have been authorized to .the point now that
many people fear that the SSN will soon become a Standard Universal
Identifier (SUI), facilitating the ability of "big brother" to keep tabs on
all aspects of peoples’ lives.

There are two separate issues here. Universal enumeration, either at
birth or at some later point in life, does not necessarily imply that the
number would be used for multiple purposes. It might, for example, be
used for only social security and tax purposes, and yet its availability
would alleviate certain population and socio-economic accounting and forecasting problems. The multiple, use of any identifer is different. It
might or might not be universal, and its utility would be the potential to
interrelate numerous records on a single person -- an "individual" rather
than "social" accounting ability.
The proposed statement takes no position on the SUI issue, but merely
recommends that we call a halt to further use of the SSN as a standard
identifier.
Anticipated Support and Opposition: The SUI issue is complicated and
politically very risky at present. However, the range of organizations and
individuals, including elected officials, who would support putting limits on
the use of the SSN is very broad. It would appear to be the one statement
above all other that best combines simplicity and visibility with broad public
appeal.
Approve

Disapprove

THE WHITE HOUSE
WAS H ! N GTO N

January 28, 1974

MEg~ORANDUM FOR STAN EBNER
SUBJECT: Attached Correspondence

~!Vould you please have a response prepared for Mr. Ash’s signature to
the attached correspondence from John S. Clark, President, Armerican
Judicature Society, concerning salary increases for members of the
Federal judiciary. VCould you please provide me ~vith a copy of the
response.
Thanks, Stan.

Geoff Shepard
Attachment

THE WHITE HOUSE
~VASHINGTON

January 29, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN BARTELS
SUBJECT: Paul A. Gilman

A member of our staff thinks that Mr. Gilman is
well qualified to work for DIgA and hopes he will
receive proper consideration.
As always, the judgment is yours.
Thanks, J ohn.

Geoff Shepard

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D.C. 20537

Mr. Geoff Shepard
Associate Director
Domestic Council
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. Shepard:
This is in response to your memorandum of January 29, 1974 concerning Mr. Paul A. Gilman’s application for employment as a
Special Agent with the Drug Enforcement Administration.
We have had a very successful Special Agent recruitment campaign
which has resulted in a large number of highly qualified candidates to fill the few Special Agent positions available to us.
The competition for these positions is extremely keen.
Our Baltimore Regional Office has received Mr. Gilman’s
application. Mr. Gilman’s application, together with all other
candidates’ applications, will be reviewed on a comparative and
competitive basis for selection and appointment to these
classes. We will advise Mr. Gilman directly as soon as this
selection process is complete and a decision is reached on his
candidacy.
If I can be of further assistance to you, please let me know.

Joh
Administrator ~

FEB 5
~-~rs. Herman Hancock
954 Cl~verlawn Blvd.
Lincoln P~rk, Michigan

4814&

Dear ~vlrs. Hancock:

forwarded to this ogfice for reply,
in your letter, you quoted an article ~rom the Detroit Free
Press_, which stated in part "~here has been nc~jor achievement
~ the s~rp d~c1~es ~ d~g ~dd~ction ~s~c]. " You further
re,ate t~t in ~e li~ o~ yo~ ~er~ences, th~s article is
whoRy i~ccurate.

I am ~orw~rdlng a copy ol your letter bo our Detroit Reglo~l
OHice for appropriate action.
i~ I c~ be of any ~urther assistance in this or any other n~tter,
pi~se do not hesitate to write to r~e ~gaLu.

~
~.-.

incere~

Adrnlnlstrato~

bcc: !~neneral Hang
Attention: Geoff Shepard

January 29. 1974

Would yo~ or someone on your staff please respond directly, on behalf
of General Haig, to ~he attached letter from Jeanne Hancock, Lincoln
Park, Michigan oncerning illegal sale of drugs, especially to
school children. Would ~ please provide me ~tth a copy of your
re spotise,

Thanks, John.

Geoff Shepard
.~tts~ent

J~nua~y 31~ 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR KEN COLE
SUBJ ECT ~
C~lme -- P~ked in 1~7!, Federa! Government extensively supports
State and local efforts to combat c~lme.
D~u~_A~se -- Ten-fold increase in ~1~ndltures, turned ozner
on heroin addiction, b~ianced pzoKram of stronE enforcement and
avaIIabLtit7 of treatment,
,/~,r|~cy Review -- Reassesement of gove~rnment and Industzlel
policies with reEsrd to individual privacy at Cabinet level
@

January 31, 1974

MElvIORANDUM FOR JERRY JONES
SUBJECT: Federal District JudEeshlp in Washington State
I understand from discussions with Dan Todd that both Magnuson and
Jackson are intent on the President nominating one Don Vorhees’for
the vacant Federal Judgeship in the State of Washington.
For the record, our friends in Seattle tell me that Vorhees is anything
but the President’s sort of Democrat: that he is very llberal, and is
associated with one of the extremely li~eral broadcasting stations in
Seattle.
If we must name a Democrat. I strongly urge that ~ look elsewhere
for a candidate acceptable to those two Senators and to ther President
hltnself.

January 29, 1974

Dear Mr. Kutner:

This is in response to your recent letter to Mr.
~Varren concerning the recent Supreme Court
rulings on abortion in Roe v. Wade 410 U.S. 113
(1973) and Doe v. Bolton 410 U.S. 179 (1973).
I have checked and the President has not made any
statements or issued any executive orders concerning
this matter.
Sincerely,

Geoffrey G. Shepard
~kssociate Director Domestic Council

±~fr. VfiHia~ Kutner
Box 1223
State Universi[y of New York
at Binghamton
Bfnghamton, New York 13901

MEMO~DUM ¥O1~ SU~N HANKE

The people mentioned by Tony Stalin are fine for reappoisstment. L, ew Enzn~n of the FTC is not only
nppropriste choice but a most knowledgeable 8nd
dedicated one.
You might mention Ed Morgan, s probable dis-interest
in continuing as a government member or pubi m~nbor
o! the Coherence and ask goalie to ~~y ~lore
~s ~ Morfan at his convenience.

Geoff Shepa~d

January 29, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOP, JERRY WILSON
SUBJECT: Sergeant l~onald Clark

Use your own judgment on this matter.
I would appreciate kno~ving i~you decide to take
any action.
Thanks, Jerry for your help.

Geoff Shepard

~s for ~r help, Brae.

SO

MEMORANDUM FOR RAY ZOOK
SUBJECT~
! will be taMn8 severs1 official business trips In the
been lost ~ trmv~.
Would you please provide me with si~ (6) White House

Geoff Shepard

January 24, 1974

Dear Mr. Carrio:
_Ken Cole has asked me to respond to your recent letter
of January 2, 1974 concerning your export license.
I have been in contact with the Department of Commerce’s
representative, Mr. Scureman, Assistant to the Secretary.
We would be more than happy to meet with you to discuss
your problem.
Please contact Mr. Scureman’s office on your next visit
to Washington to arrange a meeting.
Sincerely,

Geoffrey C. Sh~epard
Associate Director Domestic Council

Mr. Norman Carrio
Norman Carrio Company, Inc.
1724 South Perkins
Memphis, Tennessee 38117

cc: Mr. Scureman
bcc~ Mr. Hinton--

This guy is a boy wonder who is calling ever
all over the White House. So when he finds
CIE1n you might want to pull the central file.

gone
¯ ou at

O0

o0

January Z3o 1974

(:ks behalf of the Prosldeat, tlsnnk you for the eeeent
copy of ~Clemoncy in Pennsylvania."

Sincorely,

Assoctate Dlro~or Domostie Co~mefl

Mr. ~rnold IE. Pontesso
National Coucil o~ Crime
Texas 78701

January 25, 1974

I~E.-~OR.A.N’DUM FOR DAVE HOOPES
SUBJECT~ J~.~hn~J~. ~Chester
Today Jo~ J. Chester. who ~11 ~ wor~g ~ ~e ~gal Group. ~me
~. ~rd. ~r,~ Che~e~ 18 presently uo!~ Mr. W~ht’o old o~ce, Ro~
104. There are seve~l ~e w~chneed to be done for Mr. Chester.
He will ne~ n ~lld~s ~ss. He Is presently on ~e access list
~t ~t ~11 ~lre ~ several days and he will r~re a
pe~nnent ~dl~ ~ss.
He should ~ stuff mess p~l~Iese8.
He sho~d be ~t~ to ~o~ ~e hesl~ club.
I w~d appreciate y~r ~nd~n~ of ~e above as soon as possible.
~nks. Dave.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 23, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR CRAIG GOSDEN
SUBJECT: Mag Card Executive Typewriter

Would you please order, as soon as possible, one Executive Mag Card
Typewriter for my office. My secretary does a very heavy volume of
repetitious typing mainly for the President which require coordination
with senior White House staff. As a result, these papers require constant retyping to reflect opinions and views of the White .House staff.
I am the only Associate Director with 0nly one secretary. A Mag Card
machine would increa~se her productivity considerably. Also, a Mag
Card machine would be a considerable saving compared to another
secretary.
I would appreciate your expeditious handling of this request.
Thanks, Craig.

January 33, -1974

THE VICE PI:tESIDENT
ANNE ARMSTRONG
ROY ASH
PAT BUCHANAN
YB.HD BUZHARDT
LHN G~~
BRYC~ HARLOW
RAY PRICH
BILL TIMMONS
SUBJECT:

Privacy

Attached is the proposed memorandum to the President on privacy for your
review and comment.
AlthouKh late, there is -substantial hope that this can be cleared in time for
the State of the Union message.
PIeaso direct your responses to Geoff Shepard of my 8~ as soon as possible
but in any event by noon Friday, January 25th.

KEN COLE

SCI~DULH PROPOSAL
FOR TH~ PRESIDENT
DATE: January 2B, 1974
PROM: Geoffrey Sheperd
VIA: David N. Parker

MEETING:

White House Legal Group

DATE:

Open

PURPOSE:

To meet with the lawyers onthe Whlte House Staff worldng in the
PToaldent~s behalf,

OBJECTIVE:

To let the Legal Staff meet brieflF with the President (their client
for Euidence and morale bulldtn~ .purposes.

FORMAT:

- Oval Office
- Participants (Tab A)
- Ten minutes

TALKING POINTS:

Talking points on the l~al effort under way will.be supplied.

PRESS COVERAGE:

Ollie A_tkins photo only.

STAFfs

Geoff Shepard

¯

RECOMMEND:

Fred Buzhardt. James St. Clair

BACKGROUND:

The legal team assembledon the President’s behalf is working
lon~ hours and late nlEhts, They are brand new to the White
House. with several comin~ in from out of town ~ A brief session
with the President would enable them to actually meet their client

APPROVE

DISAPPROVE

J. Fred Buzhardt, Counsel to the President
James St. Clair, Special Counsel to the President
John Chester, Special. Counsel to the President

Cecil Emerson
Richard ~Hauser
Greg Haynes
John McCahlll
Jerry Murphy
Loren Smith
Mike Stertac~l

{~ge (Skip)

January

MEMORANDUM FOR JAMES ST. CLAIR
SUBJECT: Discussion Items

You might consider the following Items worthy of exploration:

Jack Chester: Will arrive at I: 30 p,m. tomorrow, Wednesday, January 23rd.
Since lhave provlously spent 2 hours brloflng Chester on the Legal Group’s
efforts and organization, Itm in a fairly good position to guide him in any
direction you should choose. One item you might consldor asking his help on
Is the Legal Group’s organization (the appropriate numbers of lawyers here,
and topical areas and general direction they should receive. Chester can do
much of this on his own, can feel Immediately included and can better gain
an understandinR of the magnitude of the problem. )

I have gone through our stack of lawyerls resumes and have
found that none moot your orltoria of five years of trial or private experience
and current residence in Washington. Since the Counsel’s office will absorb
Hauser and Williams, you do have two vacancies and may have one or two more
McCahill may be in the best position ~to identify the kind of lawyers we want
and should be asked for suggestions, but you should be aware of the terrifical
adverse reaction we have gotten from the U. S. Attorney’s Office here in the
District when we interviewed three attorneFs from there and hired Jack.

Hand,h?lding of Wh~,te House Staff ,members: The alleged "unavailability
of your Legal Group is partially a frustration built up over time and partially
due to the fact that all of them are new to the White House Staff. With Fred
Ftelding’s departure, there is virtually no one that staff members know well
enough to get their calls returned if they know enough to call. To partially
alleviate this problem and the apparent misunderstanding of the proper role
of the Legal Group, you might consider having a two or three page paper
drafted which could clearly set forth the role of the Legal Group in representi
the Office of the Presidency and the. possible hard choices individual staff
members may have to make that we cannot help them with. If the paper were
circulated, of course, it would leak to the press. I suggest instead that th~s
paper be shown to individuals at their first conference with a member of the
Legal Group so that we are sure that consistently uniform advise is given to
the White House in an easily understandable and courtesy manner.

Geoff Shepard

January 15 ~ 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR ROLAND ELLIOTT
THUH DICK HOWARD
SUBJECT:
The President met with the International Association of Chiefs of Police, Hoover
and Pyles about two years agoon police kllltnEs and |t Is very possible that
I~ney was in at that time.
I don’t see any substantive reason for these people to come in and defer to
Dick Howard’s Judgment on whether a stroke session would be productive.

Geoff Shepard
co: Dick Howard

Rose passed along to me your recent letter and ~y
con~ernins passport Zraud.
Department ~f JusU~ ~ wilt be b~k :in ~ with you
as soon as I have somethin8 oomn~e to report.
It*8 always 8ood to he~" from you,

Bryce lq. Harlow
CounsoUor to ttm Preaidsnt

Deperment ~f State
W~blnStOn, D, C.

cc: Anne A~mst~ong

C~, pRUGS AND

Have completed and circulated memorandum to the Prasldent on Campaign
Reform. Difficult decisions remain, but acutal State of the Union languaEe
can be easily accomplished. We have tentatively scheduled the campaign
reform message for February 12th o but Justice has-not yet even begun to
draft any le~lalation.
--

Have completed memorandum for the President on a privacy initiative which
outlines the general parameters of a policy review of business and government
lntro~ion. You will see that memorandum before it is submitted to the President

-- The Domestic Council recommendations for reorganizing ,. the policy and,manage-

--

The President is meeting with-Attorney General Saxbe today at 12:15, as the
first meeting since he was sworn .in as Attorney General~ _ Hopeb.~lly, the
President will discuss the pending~ drug ~and crime items ~ the State of the
Union, and ask Saxbe to take an active part in attempting to secure pending
Justice legislation.

January 18. 1974

Gome froin OMB:

t/me assistant for
OMB: A ManaKement Assoc/ate would be assisnod to eaohof the
~iate DtroG~ors (O’Neill for treatment, Scott for~enforcement,
Br|dgewater for/nternational) to work on narcotics management
matters. These three ~dld work tosether on problems ~r papers
but would be integrated into the traditional OMB structure.

The Vt~s President would thus be the focal pe/nt for publt~ activity in the drug
abuse 8tea and we would at the same tfme preserve the tradtt/omd DomesttG
Cotmc/1 end OMB roles to assure that Preaide~ policy~was developed and
effectuated properly.

I~,J~N COLK

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOIl:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

KEN COLE

SUBJECT:

CAMPAIGN REFORM

As I mentioned at our meeting last Tuesday, January 8th, a comprehensive campaign
reform package has been prepared for your review and inclusion in the State of the
Union Message.
Current Administration Position:
In your radio address of May 17, 1973. on campaign reform you proposed that Congress
establish a non-partisan Commission on Federal Election Reform, which would make
a broad study of all practices employed by political parties and individuals in Federal
political campaigns. This passed the Senate as S. J. Res. ll0 by voice vote on
July 30, 1973, and was referred to the House Committee on Administration. No House
hearings occurred.
During your radio address you stated you had rejected proposing Administrationdrafted reforms for two reasons"
"First, a really comprehensive campaign reform, which I believe
we need, must thread its way through enormous complexities,
high sensitivities, entrenched interests, and a careful assessment
of the possibilities of enactment by the Congress. This will take
time. It can be done, but it cannot be done overnight.
"Second, I feel it is essential that proposals for reform come not
from one political party, not from one Administration, not from
one Congress, but from a bipartisan group of recognized experts
Working in a non-pa~isan atmosphere and broadly enough based
to give their recommendations the full authority of manifest
impartiality."

Other Pending Legislation on Campaign Reform:
There are over one hundred campaign reform bills now pending in Congress. The
Ervin Committee will also make recommendations. Some form of federal financing
for Presidential elections is likely to pass this session.
Recommended Action
Option l: Summarized at Tab A are proposals for the most far-reaching
campaign reform you could responsibly submit. There is virtually no
chance of passage for such legislation, but proposing it would place you
in a superb position of advocacy on this issue with the public and would
substantially undercut the anticipated Ervin Committee recommendations in
this area. These proposals would also provide a rationale for vetoing any
other legislation which deals only with Presidential elections to the detriment
of the Republican party.
Although these proposals may be popular with the public, there will be a
violent reaction from many of your supporters on the Hill. Their interest is
in talking about-, but not acting upon, substantive campaign reform that
involves their own re-election. Your submitting such far-reaching proposals
may help you with the public but will put them in a very difficult position.
Although differing on specific items, the Vice President, Harlow, Timmons,
Ash, and Garment recommend working to obtain Republican leadership
support of the strongest proposal you indicate you are willing to submit.
Option 2: You could publicly discuss the proposals at Tab A as examples
of the sorts of things you would recommend a Commission on Election Reform
should consider. You would thus be calling again for the creation of your BiPartisan Commission, but would be advocating specifics for it to consider.
This would take much of the sting out of these proposals as far as our supporters on the Hill are concerned. Laird supports this option.
Option 3: You could pick some of the less controversial items from Tab A
to formally submit as campaign reform proposals. This would probably
include sections on disclosure, limits on donations, regional primaries, and
criminalizing dirty tricks, but would stay away from the more radical proposals on GAO oversight and federal matching. Bush and Armstrong support
this option.
Option. 4: Recognizing the conflict of interest between our supporters on the
Hill and the demands of the American public, you could decide to avoid the
issue and simply call again for the creation of your proposed Commission.
Option 5: Omit any discussion of the issue, so that your position develops
slowly as one of resistance to individual Congressional initiatives. Buchanan
recommends this posture.
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Discussion of Campaign Reform Issues:
Although the topic is complex and some proposals are mutually exclusive, background
material has been grouped for discussion at Tab B in the following order:
Public Financing of Campaigns
Tough Disclosure Law
Limit on Individual Contributions
Campaign Spending Limits
Media Access
Changes in the Criminal Law
¯

.Federal Campaign Commission
Possible Constitutional Amendments

CAMPAIGN REFORM PROPOSAL

I.

Campaign Accounting
Open and controlled financing of all Federal campaigns in the sense that all
contributions would have to be given through GAO (chosen to do this ministerial
function because it is already established and is theoretically independent)
which would set up accounts for candidates for Federal office to draw checks
upon. Al__~l campaigns contributions would be filtered through GAO for the specific
use of candidates or political parties. It would immediately make earmarked
donations available to the .recipients, and make such donations public at frequent
and regular intervals. Monetary contributions only in check form would be
acceptable - no appreciated stocks or bonds and no cash.
Harlow, Timmons, Garment all agree. Ash thinks donations to
political~parties should be exempt, and Bush, Armstrong and
Buchanan violently disagree with such federal involvement.

Approve
Bo

Disapprove

So called "educational material" used-by organized labor or other special interest
groups would also have to be paid for through the GAO if the material discussed
candidates or parties by name.
All agree that "educational material" should be included if
you favor such a Commission.
Approve

Co

Disapprove

There would be no limit on individual donations (and no gift tax on donations
over $3,000) and no limit on total expenditures by candidates or.parties. However, there would be total, public disclosure, and any receipt or expenditure
of monies not filtered through the GAO would be illegal.
The Vice President, Timmons, Ash agree. Harlow, Bush, and
Garment emphatically disagree, contending that a limit is imperative in the existing political climate, and suggests $25,000 for
President, $5,000 for Senate, and $3,000 for House.
Approve

Do

Disapprove

(Ol~tional) Few of your advisors really advocate public financing, but the
Congress is very likely to pass such a measure. This option is designed to be
one form we could live with if it should pass. The Federal Government would
match an inidividual’s contribution of $50 or less at 50 cents on the dollar. (Thus,
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a $50 contribution to a candidate or a political party would receive a $25 Federal
Government match, a $30 contribution would receive a $15 match, and a $75 contribution would receive no match whatsoever.) The theory here is the encouragement of small contributions, but the matching technique requires a candidate or
a party to generate the initial contributions. The government match is thus a
self regulating mechanism. Further limitations could be imposed by a minimum
triggering requirement for matching, and a maximum on the amount of Federal
participation. Our initial cost estimate is $90 million for the match alone.
Harlow, Timmons, Ash, Buchanan and Armstrong disagree strongly with
with any sort of Federal financing and think consistency of opposition
to such financing is preferable. Garment thinks you should discuss
the pros and cons of federal financing and indicate that this sort
~ : ......
of match is ’the ~m’ost you would sign into law.. Bush and Laird think
~ ¯ ...... ~ ...... :~ ....L. _. :..there .willbe_federal~financing. of Presidential elections and, that this
is a good proposal to make, Garment, Bush and Laird think that
the absenceof a financing proposal would totally~undercut your set
of proposals.
- ...... ~,Approve
II.

Disapprove

Other Public Disclosure
Disclosure of campaign financing has already been discussed above, but
further public disclosure should be required with regard to the financial
statements of candidates and their outside receipt of income. All candidates
for Federal office should be required to submit a standard financial statement
to GAO which would be published. Once elected these officials and senior
Executive Branch appointees would have to either liquidate their assets, place
them in blind trusts, or convert them into government~bonds. All Federally
elected officials, Senate-confirmed Executive Appointees and.Federal Judges
would automatically be audited by the IRS each year by law.
Harlow, Timmons, Ash and Garment all agree. Bush and Buchanan
disagree strongly. Armstrong disagrees only with the blind trust
concept.
Approve

Disapprove

Furthermore, there would be a prohibition against any outside receipt of
income for any Federal elected officials or senior members of the Executive
Branch. Reasonable expenses could be reimbursed by outside organizations
through GAO, but there would be no honorariums or receipts of cash by the
individual. If Federal public service is really a full-time job, there should

be no outside receipt of income for these individuals except from their blind
trusts or their government bonds.
Harlow, Timmons, Ash and Garment all agree. Bush, Armstrong
and Buchanan disagree strongly.
Approve

Disapprove

HI. Regional Presidential Primaries

Creating regional primaries would require a Constitutional amendment. Propose,
instead, to align the dates.of the state primaries and state conventions of six ........
regional areas, and have GAO set the dates for each region sometime between
March 1st andAugust 15th. Thus, each state Could still decide if.it wanted a primary_ __
or a convention, and all of the eligibility qualifications and legal consequences
~.
thereto ~Butth~ ~priin~ries in each region wduld be held ~Jh’ a"~ommon date, The _ ’.
August 15th ...... end date would assure that the National Conventions. ..... would., be..pushed
closer toward September.and shorten the election time.
Unanimous agreement, except for Buchanan.

Approve

Disapprove

IV. Equalize Advantages of Incumbancy
Strictly limit the use of the Congressional frank at a date well before the general
election. Make public the cost advantages and the volume used by specific
incumbents so that massive mailings before the cutoff date would be exposed for
public scrutiny. Strictly limit the use of public service braodcast time (TV and
radio) for incumbents during the same period. Repeal flae equal time amendment. : .
Limit the Congressional Record to printing remarks actually made during the
session. Do away with the tax free reversion of a Congressional member’s statutory
account. Make all non-elected federal employees subject to the Hatch Act (especially
Congressional staff,, but also Presidential appointees). Attempt to modify "actual
malice" requirement judicially created (N.Y. Times, V. Sullivan) for libel and
slander judgments involving public figures.
Timmons, Ash and Garment agree. The Vice President, Harlow and
Armstrong are not sure you should go this far. Bush violently
disagrees with any Executive proposal to restrict Congressional
prerogatives.
Approve

Disapprove
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V. Criminalize "Dirty Tricks"
........... Outlaw not only the deliberate misrepresentation of campaign sponsors (i. e.,
Harlem blacks for MusMe) and the fraudulent impersonation of supporters (i. e.,
ordering pizzas or entertainers for the other side) but also increase the existent
criminal penalties for unlicensed demonstrations, parades, or civil disturbances
intended to disrupt a candidate’s presentation or speech. If characterized as
deliberate interference with the Federal electoral process, this could avoid the
First Amendment freedom of speech implications.
Unanimous agreement, except for Buchanan.
Approve

Disapprove

.~. VI. Constitutional Amendments
Your ~Admi~nistration_ has ,always taken the position that the: Constitution is not a .......
document, .~obe lig~ht~y ~ ~amended ~ Even-t,hough there has been~ public ,discussion of.- ,i .....
altering the terms for Presidents and Congressmen, we believe neither of these
proposals would well serve the country, and think you should be in the position of
having considered and rejected these proposals. In light of your previous statements
on direct election, you should acknowledge a continuing need in this area for
Congressional scrutiny.
Unanimous agreement, except for Buchanan.

Approve

Disapprove

PUBLIC FINANCING OF CAMPAIGNS

There are basically two types of public financing for campaigns: (1] Mandatory
public financing such as the Scott-Kennedy bill where all private contributions are
outlawed with the Federal Government footing all campaign expenses; and (2)
voluntary financing schemes where public money is supplemental or alternative to
private financing.
In its purest form, mandatory public financing has one outstanding advantage:
Theoretically it entirely eliminates the importance of monetary contributions in a
campaign, and thereby eliminates the influence of money in politics. The essential
question is whether this advantage outweighs the numerous disadvantages to the
public financing scheme. Almost all alternatives to mandatory public financing are
compromises which seek to deal wi-th specific-perceived disadvantages. Thus, the
Anderson=Udall Bill does away with campaign spending limits, but seeks to increase
the importance of the small contributor by having the Federal Government match any
contribution of $50 or less.
Disadvantages of public financing can include some of the following:
strongly favors incumbents by assuming equal access to money equalizes a
campaign. Actually, the incumbent usually has "name recognition" and all
of the other economies of being established. A challenger needs money,
because it is the most fungible, to buy the multitude of caml~aign aids to. get
his name and his policies in front of the electorate.
Limiting or doing away with campaign contributions arguablydenies First
Amendment guaranteed freedom of speech by limiting participation in
elections. Opponents argue that people choosing to donate money instead
of time have an equal right to participate in campaigns.
Mandatory public financing guarantees the funding-for campaigns even in
absence of public support of a given candidate (such as the large number
of uncontested House races) and in the twilight of third party movements
(although Governor Wallace chose not to run in 1972, the American Independent
Party’s previous ballot qualification would no doubt have qualified them for
public financing so that any candidate stepping forward for that party would
have qualified for the Federal funding).
Public financing requires a federal taxpayer to fund the candidacy of someone
he may not support and who may advocate the opposite of what that individual
taxpayer may believe. Further, the number of individuals running for office
. would increase tremendously if money were available to fund campaigns.
This is especially true in the case of primaries (which, if not included in a
public financing scheme, would only move all of the perceived evils from the
general election back to the primary election).

Public financing greatly restricts the ability of any given individual to
support the candidate of his choice other than through the donation of
time. It would increase the relative importance of college youth, housewives, the unemployed, and other classes of people who have more time
......... than money to donate to-a particular candidate. Since the law would only
outlaw the donation of money, it would work to the distinct advantage of
these groups.
Public financing schemes seldom provide flexibility for the support of outside groups. COPE, for example, engages in extensive "educational"
activities which could not come within the purview.bf the statute. This
would not only give COPE type activities an unfair advantage, but would
encourage other wide-spread imitation. "Unathorized" support would also
become a major problem.
~ , ¯ . .~ ~.- , ~÷-’, .- -~No ~mat~er what the ,formula for distributing the Federal money, it would
~ effect a candidate’s’, re~lationship wit-h his national party. If the money did
...................... not_ go through the national p’arty, it might well enforce too rigid a discipline
.......................... to the..national party~’s~line ..... .The present diversity.in this .reg.ard.could
hardly be maintained ........
Public funding would also give an unfair advantage to "peripherals" within
a particular party rather than candidates in the mainstream. This would be
particularly true in the primaries.

TOUGH DISCLOSURE LAW
Although the new disclosure law has been in effect less than two years, one
viable alternative to a public financing scheme would be a tough, comprehensive
disclosure law for all federal elections. The basic theory of a tough disclosure
policy is that the heat of publicity will reduce the frequency, as well as the
importance and influence, of large contributions. The strongest disclosure law
might utilize a federal commission to receive all private campaign contributions
(even though already earmarked for a particular candidate) which would be
immediately dispersed to the designated candidate or party, but could guarantee both
disclosure and proper accounting for campaign funds. The shortcomings of existing
disclosure statutes are the lateness of the required disclosure and the lack of a proper
mechanism for publicizing the disclosed contributions. A federal commission could
meet these problems, maintain the traditional role of the private sector in providing
campaign funds, and rely upon the competition between candidates to reduce the
influence of large contributions.
Although some would argue that the small businessman opposed to the war should not
have to publicize his contribution to a "peace" candidate, if the requirements of public

-3disclosure applied to contributions of $500 or above, it would provide sufficient
accounting while still preserving the privacy of smaller donors fearing government
retaliation.

Opponents of a disclosure proposal would argue that it does not go far enough to
satisfy the existing problems of campaign abuses. It also creates another federal
bureaucracy to assure disclosure when the benefits of such disclosure are largely
unproven.
INIDIVIDUAL DONOR LIMITS
Federal laws have limited the amount of individual contributions to particular
.............. campaigns ~or’more than ’a ,generation;. In. practice, however,, these individual .....
donor limits were easily skirted through the use of numerous campaign committees
. and othersubterfuges. Three sorts of donations will be addressed:
Money.. Limiting individffal monetary Contributions arguably reduces the
effectiveness of influence peddling and eliminates candidates without-broad
bases of support.
¯ .........
Opponents of such limits argue that past limits have proven terrifica!ly.,
~:
.ineffective and are probably~uncons~tutional in the.first place. They also
increase the leverage of candidates supported by people with more time
than money to donate. Such limits also tend to favor incumbents by denying
new candidates the ability to obtain single source backing in their beginning
stages.
~ ....
(2)

Donations other than money. Appreciable assets, such as stock, are often
given with no one paying capital gains tax on the difference~between the
base cost and its market value at the time of the gift. This is a natural
outgrowth of tax laws designed-for charities, but the application of this
principle to political campaigns is questionable.
Other donations include the use of corporate aircraft and other facilities without cost or obligation, the extension of ’lloans" to a party or candidate which
are deductible to the donor, if unpaid, and the provision of transportation or
media services even when bills for previous services are long overdue (government regulated companies can hardly be expected to be objective in cracking
down on candidates or parties who may prevail in some succeeding election).

Outlawing other than monetary donations would substantially alleviate many
of the above enumerated existing abuses, and actually make the financial
aspects of campaigns more manageable for candidates.

C3)

Tax law changes. The Federal Government should have no interest in taxing
gifts or contributions to political campaigns through the gift tax as an end in itself.

Moreover, ending gift tax application to campaign contributions would
eliminate a major reason for the vast proliferation of campaign committees.
The only possible argument for use of the gift tax is if limiting large contributions is deemed essential and the gift tax is the only Constitutional way
to limit them.
Campaign committees are presently not taxed on their income as normal
organizations might be, and there is certainly no federal interest in taxing
the funds of these political bodies. Tax laws should, however, be clarified
so that national parties and federal campaign organizations -- as opposed to
lobby groups -- are specifically exempted.
A requirement that individuals report all campaign ,contributions on their
annual tax returns would provide a very useful cross-check for disclosure
and for other restrictive statutes. Although these individual tax returns
Would be filed well past tl~e election, they would provide clear guidance on
,,whether,campaign. abnses still existed. Moreover, they would provide an
onerous alternative to individuals intent on skirting laws applicable to
campaign organizations.
CAMPAIGN SPENDING LIMITS
-PrOponents of campaign spending limits, usually-based on a certain amount of money ’~ ....
per eligible voter, argue that this reduces the influence of wealth in political
campaigns. They also argue this would reduce the incentives for corruption.

Opponents of campaign spending limits argue that such limits would substantially
benefit incumbents. This is because challengers must rely heavily upon "name
recognition" expendituzes to.mount effective campaigns against incumbents.. Since
campaign costs differ throughout the country, any spending limits also artificially
reduce the enthusiasm of campaigns and are inappropriate since campaign expenditures expressed as a percentage of our gross national product have actually
decreased since the 50’s.
Campaign spending limits cannot cope with the problem of the "less than enthusiastic
supporter." These supporters are supporting candidates for unique and isolated
reasons (e.g. he has NRA support because he votes right on gun control; I support
him only because he is the lesser of two evils; I oppose his domestic policies but
support him because of his stand on national defense), but which are probably not
the kind of broad-based support a candidate would choose to spend his own money to
encourage. The expenditures of these supporters ought not to be charged against
the candidate’s spending limits, but providing this loop-hole encourages massive
abuse. Finally, campaign spending limits also artificially conclude that equalizing
money will equalize campaigns and ignore the other campaign aids such as media
attention, supporters with more time to donate, and COPE’s educational activities.

-5MEDIA ACCESS
Television and radio are perceived as dominating the candidate’s ability to reach
the people. Their fantastic expense is also seen as one of the major evils
accompanying their attractiveness .... Another. alternative to public financing of
campaigns is the reduction of massive campaign expenditures through the provision
of increased access to television and radio:
There is widespread agreement as to the desirability of repealing the present
equal time provisions of Section 315 A. You successfully vetoed a Congressional
attempt to repeal these provisions only as they effected Presidential campaigns.
It is felt that the equal time provisions work to prevent the media from
encouraging reasonable political debate between major candidates. Hill resist.............. ¯ ance to doing away with the equal time provisions for’other than Presidential
.... elections supposedly stems from the fear that local stations -- as opposed to
national networks -- will present coverage biased toward conservative interests
Equal time is also viewed as favoring incumbants.
Free or reduced cost of teleivision and radio will greatly reduce the._campaign
costs of all candidates without necessarily working to the advantage of the
....... incumbent..This co,uld be a justifiable expense for the Federal Government to
absorb or to impose upon networks as a condition of their license. Critics argue
the access would be un_wurkable because media coverage in !.argo. cities includestoo many Congressional candidates for proper programming (New York City
has some fourteen Congressmen and New Jersey has no independent TV
stations so they would have to be piped out of New York City). Other critics
argue such media saturation would numb the public’sinterest in campaigns
and .would only encourage charismatic ormedia type candidates.
One tremendous advantage of incumbents is the useof the frank to obtain free mailing
privileges during a campaign, Although this is supposedly illegal, it is almost
impossible to enforce.. There are several possible methods of equalizing this advantageduring a campaign: doing away with franking privileges during primaries and
general elections; providing limited free mail for bonafide challengers; or providing
"dissenter’s rights" to bonafide candidates in the same envelope franked by the
incumbent..
CRIMINAL LAWS
Although most "dirty tricks" already constitute misdemeanors or torts under present
federal or state law, a statute could be drafted to increase the penaltities for engaging
in these already prescribed actions "with the intent to influence the outcome of a
federal election," and thereby elevate the gravity of the offense.
Since CREP is alleged to have unclean hands in this regard, any comprehensive set
of Administration proposals which omitted outlawing the more egregious sorts of
"dirty tricks" would be immediately criticized.

It may also be desirable to review and increase the penalties for unlicensed
demonstrators, hecklers, mob actions, and other "radical left" activities by
codifying certain activities as "interference with the Federal elective process."
This is admittedly somewhat risky because of the First Amendment implications
.w.ith regard to speech and. assembly but ~he Department of.J.ustice could be asked
to draft a defensible statute in this regard.
FEDERAL CAMPAIGN COMMISSION
Almost. any of the previous options would require a Federal Campaign Commission to
administer-.
Care should be takeu to provide the CommPssion with the ability to institute civil
l~roc eedings ,--’but’uriminal’pr~rce~gs should~have to be referred"to the Justice
Department.
Great care~ will have to be ~:takenin the_establishment of any Commission to assure
effective,~.but limitedr abilities. There.is something frighteningly repressive about
es.tablishing a federal bureaucracy which can wield great influence over supposedly
free elections.
POSSIBLE-CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
Direct Election of the President
In late September of this yearthe Senate held hearings on S. J. Res. 1 which
would providefOr direct popular elOcUtion of the President. In your Message
to the Congress of February 29, 1969, you stated "the candidate who wins the
most popular votes should become President" but you expressed a concern
for the-gplrit of federalism embodied in the present electoral system and
proposed retaining the electoral vote but proportionalizing it according to
the popular vote within each state.
S. J. Res. 1 provides for direct pol~ular election of the majority candidate
receiving in excess of 40 percent of the popular vote total. Justice objected
to this proposal’s answer to the question of the minority candidate (i. e. less
than 40 percent) because it involved the possibility of Congressional determination rathern than a run-off election.
Although direct popular election might radically change our present federallydiffused nomination and campaign tactics, and elevate a mass media appeal to
a state-less national constituency, the submission of a proposal Constitutional
Amendment to otherwise alter our election procedures which omitted addressing the question of direct popular election would leave you open to substantial
criticism.

II.

Four-Year Congressional Term With Half of House Elected Every Two Years
You stated you personally favored this change in your radio address of
May !6. 1973. Your stated reason was the longer term would allow Congressmonet,’better represent the people if they were not forced to devote one of
every two years to running for re-election.

A four-year Congressional term might tend to make the individual Congressman
less conservative since he would only have to face his electorate once every
four years. We have publicly argued in the past that the House, precisely
......... because it must face -re~election every two years, is much more responsive
to the "social issue" facing, the American people. Some people feel Senators
only align themselves with their constitutency during the one year preceding
their candidacy and ~re free to advocate their individual conscience in the
remaining five years.
"’

III. Presidential Six Year Term ENon-Repeatable)

.~ ~’:.-~

;

A single, six-year PresidentiaLterm,has the apparent, advantage of .elevating
~ ,~:~., .~,,~,~, ~.~.~.~,~.~he elec~e~l Presi~den~.above~poli~ti~s,~or, his term ~ office~,’., Sin~e~he.cannot
Succeed himself, hel is free to act as a statesman without having to constantly
.............. compromise his actions because of a desire to be re-elected. ’ "
Opponents argue that making the President a lame duck immediately only
restricts the power of the executive It also only purports to free the President
from "politics" since his ability to govern is a function of the power and
prestige of his office which is dependent- upon the continuing support of the
American people, There is further question of whether six years is sufficient
time for a man to master the Presi.dency and accomplish his mission. Finally
a single six year term might well focus much more importance on the national
political, parties and especially upon the Vice President as the heir apparent
:who is most likely to run next for the Presidency.
IV.

V.

Limit Congressional .!ncumbancy
Although limiting Congressional incumhancy has not had a lot of public
discussion, one way to balance any Presidential re-election restrictions
would be to limit Senators to three terms consecutively and- House members
to six.
Preferential Presidential. .Primary (National Primary)
- It is argued that a single national Presidential primary would better organize
the present disarray of some twenty-two state primary elections -- each with
differing entrance requirements and election rules. A national Presidential

f-,:e~ ...

primary would give a truly national picture of the nation’s choice for
Presidential candidates, and would cut campaign expenses and reduce the
length of campaigns.
Opponents argue that such a national primary would be too "easy" on
candidates -- that only through the rugged test of differing situations and
audiences can a candidate’s mettle be tested. Regional candidates or interests
could not be represented, and charismati’c "media" types would gain a distinct
advantage because of the reduced requirement for local organization or
precinct work. Finally, such a national.primary would increase the already
substantial importance of national media coverage as opposed to personal
advantages.
Establishing common election dates for six to ten regions would seem to
provide all the advantages of regionai primaries, and still allow individual
.... states-to maintain their own rules fo~: eligibility and effect on Convention
delegations. This method would also not require a Constitutional Amendment
to be effective.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 15, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JOHN BARTELS
BOB DuPONT
DON SANTARELLI

SUBJECT:

Senior White House Officials’ Travel

As has been the practice in the past, we are going to maintain briefing books
for senior White House officials for their use in their travels around the country.
With Ken Cole’s promotion to Assistant to the President and the arrival of Vice
President Ford, these briefing books have become increasingly more important.
Of particular interest are the areas of concerns to your Regional Directors,
problems they may have contacted the White House about and for one reason or
the other have not received satisfactory answers.
In the past it has proven to be better for me to contact someone in your office
and not bother you directly. Therefore, will each of you designate an individual
to whom my office can contact concerning areas of interest. I will contact this
individual several days in advance of a planned trip.
I would appreciate your assistance as soon as possible.
Thanks.

January 14, 1974

Dear Mr. Gordon:

~

The President appreciates your interest in wanting to meet with him
concer~g the problems confronting police, departments throughout

U

, his heavy schedule and workload will prevent such a

convenience, for an appointment. He will be expecting to hear from you.
Thank you for your expression of interest in this most important area.
Sincerely,

Geoffrey C. Shepard
Associate Director Domestic Council

Mr. Robert D. Gordon
Executive Director
International Conference of
¯
Police Associations
1239 Pennsylvania Avenue. Southeast
Washington, D.C. 20003

cc: Don Santa~lli

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASH I N GTO N

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

KEN COLE

SUBJECT:

CAMPAIGN REFORM

You asked that a comprehensive campaign reform package be prepared for your
revie~v and inclusion in the State of the Union Message.
Current Administration Position:
In your radio address of May 17, 1973, on campaign reform you proposed that Congres~
establish a non-partisan Commission on Federal Election Reform. It would have the
authority to make a broad study of all practices employed by political parties and
individuals in Federal political campaigns~ This passed the Senate as S. J. Res. If0
by voice vote on July 30, 1973, and was referred to the House Committee on Administration. No House hearings occurred.
During your radio address you stated you had rejected proposing Administrationdrafted reforms for two reasons"
"First, a really comprehensive campaign reform, which I believe
we need, must thread its way through enormous complexities,
high sensitivities, entrenched interests, and a careful assessment
of the possibilities of enactment by the Congress. This will take
time. It can be done, but it cannot be done overnight.
"Second, I feel it is essential that proposals for reform come not
from one political party, not from one Administration, not from
one Congress, but from a bipartisan group of recognized experts
working in a non-partisan atmosphere and broadly enough based
to give their recommendations the full authority of manifest
impartiality."
Othe~ Pendin$ Legislation on Campaign Reform:

A conservative estimate numbers the bills and resolutions introduced in both Houses
of Congress during this Session relating to election and campaign reform as being

more than one hundred. Only three have passed the Senate: Your Commission (S.
J. Res. 110) on July 30, 1973; Senator Pastore’sbill (S. 372) to do away with the
equal time requirement with respect to Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates
and to further limit expenditures in election campaigns for federal elective office,
which passed the Senate by roll call vote on July 30, 1973; and Senator Fannin’s
Post Card Registration bill (S. 352) which passed the Senate on May 9, 1973. The
major proposals for public financing ar.e summarized at Tab A.
Discussion of. Campaign Reform Issues:
Although the issue is complex and some proposals are mutually exclusive, they have
been grouped for discussion at Tab B in [.he following order"
Public Financing of Campaigns
Tough Disclosure Law
Limits on Individual Contributions
Campaign Spending Limits
Media Access
Changes in the Criminal Law
Federal Campaign Commission
Possible Constitutional Amendments
Recommended Legislation:
Tab C briefly summarizes the most severe campaign reform you could responsibly
submit. There is virtually no chance of passage for this legislation, but it. places
you in superb position of advocacy on the issue and will make the anticipated Ervin
Committee recommendations seem minor by comparison.
Laird, Har!ow and Timmons are noted where they disagree with any of the proposals.
-~iscussion of specific proposals with the Congressional leadership has been deferred
pending your own reaction to the scope of the recommendations.
Recommendation: That you indicate your response at Tab C.

TAB A

S. 2297 -- The Scott-Kennedy Bill calls for complete public funding
of federal campaigns, barring any private contributions, but con- "
rains no provisions for primary campaigns. It would cover Congressional elections and include minor party participation.
S. 1103 -- The Hart Plan would not offer funds for Presidential campaigns:
would allow for private contributions and provide for minor parties.
Candidates would not be required to use public funds; and if they did
not, the limits on spending would not apply.
S. 1954 -- The Stevenson-Mathias Bill would also exclude primaries,
but would allow private contributions to a greater extent then the Hart
bill~ It contains no specific provision for minor parties.
S. 2238 -- The Mondale-Schweiker Bill is limited to Presidential
elections and proposes matching federal to private funds, with
individual limits, during primaries. Federal contributions would be
made in general elections with limited additional private funds from
small contributors. Minor parties would be covered.

S. 2417 -- The C~anston Plan Would provide for federal financing
of both primary and general campaigns, based on matching formulas
for both Presidential and Congressional races. It would apply to
minor parties.
H.R. 76!2 -- The Anderson-Udall Bill is based on matching grants
covering both the primary and general campaigns for Presidential
and Congressional elections. There would be no limits on money
which candidates would raise privately, but amounts above $50
would not be eligible for matching funds. The bill makes no distinction bet~veen major and minor party candidates.

]FINANCING OF CAMPAOS

There are basically two ts~pes of public financing for campaigns: (1) Mandatory
public financing such as the Scott-Kennedy bill where all private contributions are
ouhlawed with the Federal Government footing all campaign expenses; and (2)
voluntary financing schemes where public money is supplemental or alternative to
private financing.
In its purest form, mandatory public financing has one outstanding advantage:
Theoretically it entirely eliminates the importance of monetary contributions in a
campaign, and thereby eliminates the influence of money in politics. The essential
question is whether this advantage outweighs the numerous disadvantages to the
public financing scheme. Almost all alternatives to mandatory public financing are
compromises which seek to deal with specific perceived disadvantages. Thus, the
Anderson-Udall Bii1 does away with campaign spending limits, but seeks to increase
the importance of the small contributor by having the Federal Government match any
contribution of $50 or less.
Disadvantages of public financing can include some of the following:°
-- Strongly favors incumbents by assuming equal access to money equalizes a
................... campaign. _ Actually, ,the incumbent already has "name .recognition" and all
of the other economies of being established. A challenger needs money,
because it is the most fungible, to buy the multitude of campaign aids to get
...... ¯ ,-" his name and his policies in front of the electorate.
Limiting or doing away with campaign contributions arguably denies First
Amendment guaranteed freedom of speech by limiting participation in
elections. Opponents argue that people choosing to donate money instead
of time have an equal right to participate in campaigns.
Mandatory public finance guarantees the funding for campaigns even in
absence of public support of a given candidate (such as the large number
of uncontested House races) and in the twilight of third party movements
(although Governor Wallace chose not to run in 1972, the American Independent
Party’s previous ballot qualification would no doubt have qualified them for
public financing so that any candidate stepping forward for that party would
have qualified for the Federal funding).
Public financing requires a federal taxpayer to fund the candidacy of someone
he may not support and who may advocate the opposite of what that individual
taxpayer may believe. Further, the number of individuals running for office
would increase tremendously if money were available to fund campaigns.
¯ This is especially true in the case of primaries (which, if not included in a
public financing scheme, would only move all of the perceived evils from the
genera! election back to the primary election).

Public financing greatly restricts the ability of any given individual to
support the candidate of his choice other than through the donation of
time. It would increase the relative importance of college youth, housewives, the unemployed, and other classes of people who have more time
than money to donate to a particular candidate. Since the law ~ould only
outlaw the donation of money, it would work to the distinct advantage of
these groups.
Public financing schemes seldom provide flexibility for the support of outside groups. COPE, for example, engages in extensive "educational"
activities which could not come within the purview of the statute. This
would not only give COPE type activities an unfair advantage, but would
encourage other wide:spread imitation. "Unathorized" support would also
become a major problem.
No matter what the formula befor distributing the Federal .money, it would
effecta candidate’s relationship with his national party If the money did
no__!t go through the national party, it might well enforce too rigid a discipline
to the national.party’s line. The present diversity in this regard could
hardly be maintained. ............................
Public funding would also give an unfair advantage to "peripherals." within
a pai~icular party rather than ~andidates in the mainstream. -This would be
particularly true in the primaries.

TOUGH DISCLOSURE LAW
Although the new disclosure law has been in effect a little more than a year, one
viable alternative to a public financing scheme would be a tough, comprehensive
disclosure law for all federal elections.. The basic theory of a tough disclosure
policy is that the heat of publicity will reduce the importance and influence of ¯
large contributions. The strongest disclosure law might utilize a federal commission
to receive all private campaign contributions (even though already earmarked for
a particular candidate) which would be immediately dispersed to the designated
candidate or party, but could guarantee both disclosure and proper accounting for
coampaign funds. The shortcomings of existing disclosure statutes are the lateness
~-~f the required disclosure and the lack of a proper mechanism for publicizing the
disclosed contributions. A federal commission could meet these problems, maintain
the traditional role of the private sector in providing campaign funds , and rely upon
the competition be~veen candidates to reduce the influence of large contributions.
Although some would argue that the small businessman opposed to the war should not
have to publicize his contribution to a "peace" candidate, if the requirements of public

disclosure applied to conbributions of $500 or above, it would provide sufficient
accounting while still preserving the privacy of smaller donors fearing government
retaliation.

Opponents of a disclosure proposal would argue that it does not go far enough to
satisfy the existing problems of campaign abuses. It also creates another federal
bureaucracy to assure disclosure when the benefits of such disclosure are largely
unproven.
INIDIVIDUAL DONOR LIMITS

Federal laws have limited the amount of individual contributions to particular
........ campaigns for more than-a generation. In practice, however, these-individual
donor limits were easily skirted through the use of numerous campaign committees.
Three sorts of 4onations will be addressed:
~.~
_--- ¯
........... (1) ..... Money. Limiting .individual monetary contributions arguably reduces the
effectiveness of influence peddling and eliminates candidates without broad
bases of support.

Opponents of such limits argue that past limits have proven terrifically
ineffective and are probably unconstitutional in the first place. They also
i increase~the-.-leverage-.of candidates ~supported by people with more time
than money to donate. Such limits also tend to favor incumbents by denying
new candidates the ability to obtain single source bacMng in their beginning
stages.
~Donations other than money. Appreciable assets, such as ~tock, are often
given with no one paying capital gains tax on the difference between the
donors bases and its market value at the time of the gift. This is a natural
outgrowth of tax laws designed for charities, but probably has no place in
political campaigns.
Other donations include the use of corporate aircraft and other facilities without cost or obligation, the extension of "loans" to a party or candidate which
are deductible if unpaid, and the provision of transportation or media services
even when bills for previous services are long. overdue [government regulated
companies can hardly be expected to be objective in cracking down on candidates or parties who may prevail in some succeeding election.
Outlawing other than monetary donations would substantially alleviate many
of the above enumerated existing abuses.
(3)

Tax law changes. The Federal Government has no interest in taxing gifts or
contributions to political campaigns through the gift tax as an end in itself.

-4~,~oreover, ending gift tax application to campaign contributions would
eliminate a major reason for the vast proliferation of campaign committees.
The only possible argument for use of the gift tax is if limiting large contributions is deemed essential and the gift tax is the only Constitutional way
to limit them.
Campaign committees are presently not taxed on their income as normal
organizations might be, and there is certainly no federal interest in taxing
the funds of these political bodies. Tax laws should, however, be clarified
so that national parties and federal campaign organizations -- as opposed to
lobby groups -- are specifically exempted.
A requirement that individuals report all campaign contributions on their
annual tax returns would provide a very useful cross-check for disclosure
....... and-for-oIher-restricti~estatutes ._Althof~gH these individual tax returns
would be filed well past the election;~:they would provide Clear guidance on
whether campaign abuses still existed~ ¯ Moreover, they-would provide a onerous alternative to individuals intent on skirting laws applicable to
campaign organizations.
CAMPAIGN SPENDING LIMITS
Proponen-ts~of -Campaign spending limits ; usually based -on ~-tertain" ~nbunf of money
per eligible voter, argue that this reduces the influence of wealth in politica!campaigns. They also argue this would reduce the incentives for corruption.

Opponents of campaign spending limits .argue that such limits would substantially
benefit incumbents. This is because challengers must rely heavily upon "name
recognition" expenditures to mount effective campaigns against incumbents. Since
campaign costs differ throughout the country, any spending limits also articially
reduce the enthusiasm of campaigns and are inappropriate since campaign expenditures expressed as a percentage of our gross national product have actually
decreased since the 50’s.
Campaign spending limits cannot cope with the problem of the "less than enthusiastic
supporter." These supporters are supporting candidates for unique and isolated
reasons (e. g. he has NRA support because he votes right on gun control; I support
~f~m only because he is the lesser of two evils; I oppose his domestic policies but
support him because of his stand on national defense) , but which are probably not
the kind of broad-based support a candidate would choose to spend his own money to
encourage. The expenditures of these supporters ought not to be charged against
the candidate’s, spending limits, but providing this loop-hole encourages massive
abuse. Finally, campaign spending limits also artificially conclude that equalizing
money will equalize campaigns and ignores the other campaign aids such as media
attention, supporters with more time to donate, and. COPE’s educational activities.

-5MEDIA ACCESS
Television and radio are perceived as dominating the candidate’s ability to reach
the people. Their fantastic expense is also seen as one of the major evils
accompanying their attractiveness. Another alternative to public financing of
campaigns is the reduction of massive campaign expenditures through the provision
of increased access to television and radio:
There is widespread agreement as to the desirability of repealing the present
equal time provisions of Section 315 A. You successfully vetoed a Congressiona;
attempt to repeal these provisions only as they effected Presidential campaigns.
It is felt that the equal time provisions work to prevent the media from
encouraging reasonable political debate between major candidates. Hill resist:ance~to ,doing away,.with-the ,equal time provisions for~ other.than Presidential
elections-supposedly stems from the fear that local stations -- as opposed to
, ~_ati0pal.~etwor_lfs 77., wi!!.prg~.ent coverage biased to},voard conservative interests.._
.......... -.~ ...... ~Free.or_ reduced cost of. television and radio will greatly_reduca the campaign
costs of all candidates without working to the advantage of the incumbent.
This could be a justifiable expense for the Federal~ Government to absorb or
............. ~toimpose upon networks as a condition ~of. their license.,.,. Critics argue the ........ ~-~
access-would be unworkable because.media coverage, in large cities includes
too many Congressional candidates for proper programming (New York City
~ ~ - ,~,~, ~ .... ,,,,-,,~, has-: S!ome.fourteen~Congressmen’and New Jersey has ~no~indep endent TV ............
....
stations so they would have to be piped out of New York City). Other critics
argue such media saturation would numb the. public’s interest in campaigns
andwould only encourage charismatic or media type-candidates.

One tremendous advantage:of incumbents isthe use of the fr~k toobtain free mailin
¯ privileges during a campaign. Although this is supposedly illegal, it is almost
impossible to enforce. There are several, possibIe methods of equalizing this ~ advanta
.during a campaign: doing away with franking privileges during primaries and
general elections; providing limited free mail for bonafide challengers; or providi
"dissenter’s rights" to bonafide candidates in the same envelope franked by the
incumbent.
CRIMINAL LAWS
’~lthough most "dirty tricks" already constitute misdemeanors or torts under present
federal or state law, a statute could be drafted to increase the penaltities for engaging
in these already prescribed actions "with the intent to influence the outcome of a
federal election," and thereby elevate the gravity of the offense.
Since CREP is alleged to. have unclean hands in this regard, any comprehensive set
of Administration proporals which omitted outiawing the more egregious sorts.of
"dirt5, tricks" would be immediately criticized.

It nfay also be desirable to review and increase the penalties for unlicensed
¯ demonstrators, hecklers, mob actions, and other "radical left" activities by recodifying certain activities as "interference with the Federal elective process."
This is admittedly somewhat risky because of the First Amendment implications
with regard to speech and assembly, but the Department of Justice could be asked
to draft a defensible statute in this regard.
FEDERAL CAMPAIGN COMMISSION

Almost any of the previous options would require a Federal Campaign Commission to
administer ....
Care should be taken to provide the Commission with the ability to institute civil
....... proceedings ,, but criminal..proceedings, should have to be referred, to the Justice
Depa~ment.
.......... Great_care will have to be .taken in the establishment of any Commission to assure
._. effedtive, but_limJ~ted, abilitias .... .There is something frigh~eningly..repressive about
establishing a federa! bureaucracy which can wield great influence over suppositively

free elections.
¯POSSIBLE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
q ,-.- :-,.-~Direct -Election- of the President
In late September of this year the Senate held hearing on S. J. Res. 1 which
would provide for direct popular election of the President; In. your Message
to the Congress of February 2~, 1969, you stated "the candidate who vrins the
mo~tpopular’ 9otes should become President" but you expressed a concern
for the spirit of federalism embodying in the present electoral system and
proposed retaining the electoral vote but proportionalizing it according to
the populax vote within each state.

S. J. Res. I provides for direct popular election of the majority candidate
receiving in excess of 40 percent of the popular vote total. Justice objected
to this proposal’s answer to the question of the minority (i.e. less than 40
percent) because it involved the possibility of Congressional determination
rather than a run off election.
Although direct popular election might radically change our present federally-.
diffused nomination and campaign tactics, and elevate a mass media appeal to
a state-less national constituence, the submission of a proposal Constitutional
.. Amendment to otherwise alter our election procedures which omitted addressing the question of direct popular election would leave you open to substantial
criticism.

Four-Year¯ Cong~ressional Term With Half of House Elected Every Two Years

You stated you personally favored this change in your radio address of
May I6, 1973. Your stated reason was the longer term would allow Congressmen to better represent the people if they. were not forced to devote one of
every two years to running for re-election.
A four-year Congressional term might tend to make the individua! Congressman
less conservative since he would only have to face his electorate once every
four years. We have publicly argued in the past that the House, precisely
because it must face re-election every two years, is much more responsive
¯to the ’!social issue" facing the American people. Some people feeI Senators
................... only.align themselves with their constitutency during-the one, year preceding
.....
their candidacy and are free to advocate their individual conscience in the
remaining five years.
................ III .....Presi.dentialoSix Year Term ..........
(Non-Repeatable)
A single six-year Presidential term has the apparent advantage of elevating
_.~the elected President, above politics for his term of office. -Since he cannot ....
.... succeed himself, heis free to act as a statesman without having to constantly
compromise his actions because of a desire to be re-elected.
Opponents argue that maMng the President a lame. duck immediately, only
restricts the power of the executive, It also only purports to free the-President
from. ’!politics"~since his ability to govern is a function of the power and
prestige of his office which is dependent upon the continuing support of the
Americanpeople " There is ~urther. question of whether six years i§"sufficient
time for a man to master the Presidency and accomplish his mission. _ Finally,
a single six.year term might well focus much more importance on the national
. political, parties and especially upon the Vice President as the heir apparerit
¯ who is most likely to run next for the Presidency.
IV.

Limit Congressional Incumbency

Although limiting Congressional incumbancy has not had a lot of public
discussion, one way to balance the Presidential re-election restrictions
would be to limit Senators to three terms consecutively and House members
to six.
Preferential Presidential Primary (National Primary)

It is argued that a single national Presidential primary would better organize
the present disarray of some twenty-two state primary elections -- each with
differing entrance requirements and election rules. A national Presidential

pr~a~ ~vould give a truly national picture of the nation’s choice for
Presidential candidates, and ~’ould cut campaign expenses and reduce the
length of campaigns.
Opponents argue that such a national primary ~vould be too "easy" on
candidates -- that only through the rugged test of differing situations and
audiences can a candidate’s mettle be tested. Regional candidates or interests
could not be represented, and charismatic "media" types would gain a distinct
advantage because of the reduced requirement for local organization or
precinct work. Finally, such a national primary vcould increase the already
substantial importance of national n%edia coverage as opposed to personal
advantages.
Ēstablishing-common election dates fDr six to ten r~gions would seem to
" provfde /ii the idgarit~gei of regionalprimaries, and still-allow individual
states to maint.~n their o%vn rules for eligibility and effect on Convention.
delegations. This m~thod ~vould also not require a Constitutional Amendment
to be effective.

CAMPAIGN REFORi~I - A PROPOSAL

Federal Elections Commission
Open and con~olled financing of all Federal campaigns in the sense that all
contributions would have to be given through a newly created Federal Elections
Commission (bi-partisan, Presidentially appointed with Senate conformation
for specific and overlapping term of years) which would set up accounts for
qualified candidates for Federal office to draw checks upon. All_ campaign contributions would be filtered through this Federa! Elections Commission, for the
specific use of candidates or political parties. The Federa! Elections Commission
would immediate!y make earmarked donations available to the recipients, and
make such donations public at frequent and regular intervals. Monetary contributions on!y in check form would be acceptable - no appreciated stocks or
bonds and no cash,
Approve

Disapprove

" used ,by organized labor Or. other special interest- ..
-- ’ Socalled" .... educationalmaterlal
groups would also have to be paid for through the Commission if the material
discussed candidates or parties by name.
- ........
Approve

Disapprove

,There would be no limit on individual donations (and no gift tax on donations
Over $3,000) and no limit on total expenditures by candidates or parties. (Harlow
disagrees, suggesting donation limits are necessary to look credible: $25,000 for
President, $5,000 for Senate, and $3,000 for the House.) However, there would be _
total public disclosure, and any receipt or expenditure of monies not filtered
through~the Commission would be illegal.
.- ......... ~ =._ ~.::~.- Approve.

Disapprove

.(Optional] No one really advocates public financing, but the Congress is very
likely to pass such a measure. This option is designed to be one form we could
live with if it should, pass. (Harlow and Timmons disagree strongly with any sort
of federal financing and think consistency is preferable to this proposed match.
Laird thinks we must face the federal financing question with our own proposal.)
The Federal Government would match all contributions of $50 or less at 50 cents on
the dollar. (Thus, a $50 contribution to a candidate or a political party would receive
a 825 Federal Government match, a $30 contribution would receive a 815 match, and a
875 contribution would receive no match whatsoever.) The theory here is the
encouragement of small contributions, but the matching technique requires a candidate
or a party to generate the initial contributions. The government match is thus a self
regulating mechanism. Further limitations could be imposed by a minimum
triggering requirement for matching, and a maximum on the amount of Federal participation. Our initial cost estimate is $90 million for the match .alone.

Approve

Disapprove

¯

II. Other Public Disclosure
Disclosure of campaign financing has already been discussed above, but further
public disclosure should be required with regard to the financial statements
of candidates and their outside receipt of income. All candidates for Federal
office should be required to submit a standard financial statement to the Federa!
Elections Commission which would be published. Once elected, these officials
and senior Executive Branch appointees would have to either liquidate their assets,
place them in blind trusts, or convert them into government bonds. All Federally
elected offici~s, Senate-confirmed Executive Appointees and Federal judges would
automatically be audited by the IRS each year by law.
Approve

Dis approve

Furthermore, there would be a prohibition against any outside-receipt of income--,for any Federa~ elect~d-officials o~.s.~nior members of the.Executive Branch.
:Rea.-- .-.~ sonable expense.s could be reimbursed by outside organiziti0h~ through the
Commission, but there would be no honorariums or receipt of cash by the individu
If Federal public service is really a fu!l~time job, there should be no outside
receipt of income for these individuals except from their blind trusts or their
government bonds.
-

III. Regional Presidential Primaries
Actually creating regional primaries wduld require a Constitutional amendment ....
PropoSe~;’instead ,’ to’ align ~the d~tes.of- the..state primaries-.and-,state-conventions ~..~,~
of six regional areas, and have the Commission set the dates for each region
sometime between March 1 and August 15. Thus, each state could still decide if
it wanted a primary or a convention, and all of the eligibility qualifications and
legal consequences thereto. But the primaries in each region would be held on
a common date. The August 15th end date would assure that the National Conventions would be pushed closer toward September and shorten the election time.
Approve

Disapprove

Equalize Advantages of Incumbancy
Strictly limit the use of the Congressional frank at a date well before the general
election. Make public the cost advantages and the volume used by specific
individuals so that massive mailings before the cutoff date would be exposed for
plblic scrutiny. Stricdy limit the use of public service broadcast time (TV and
radio) for incumbants during this same period. Repeal the equal time amendment.
Limit the Congressional Record to printing remarks actually made during the
session. Do away with the tax free reversion of a Congressional member’s
statutory account. Make all_ non-elected federal employees subject to the Hatch

Act (especially Congressional staff, but also Presidential appointees]. },1odify
"actual malice’: requirement judically created (N .Y. Times, V. Sullivan) for
libel and slander judgments involving public figures.
Approve

Disapprove

V. Criminalize ’,,’Dirty Tricks"
Outlaw not only the deliberate misrepresentation of campaign sponsors (i.e.,
Harlem blacks for NIuskie] and the fraudulent impersonation of supporters (i.e.,
ordering pizzas.or entertainers for the other side) but also increase the existent
criminal penalties .for unlicensed demonstrations, parades, or civil disturbances
intended to disrupt a candidate’s presentation or speech. If characterized as
deliberate interference with the Federal electoral process, thiscould avoid the
-Pit-st Arhendment freedom" of speech implications.
’

Approve

Disapprove

.~Vl. Constitutional Amendments
Your Administration has always taken the position that the Constitution is not a
~document. to. be~ high].y..amended .~ ~:Even thou_ ~ _there has .been. pub]~ic, discussion oi,-~:, ,-#~-~
altering the term of year for Presidents and Co’ngressmen, we do not believe either
of these proposals to be in the best long run interests of our country and think you
should be 4n the position of having, considered and rejected these-proposals.. In
light,of, your previous statements on direct election, you should acknowledge a
cSntinuing~need "in-this- area for Congressional
Approve

Disapprove

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

KEN COLE

SUBJECT:

CAMPAIGN REFORM

You asked that a comprehensive campaign reform package be prepared for your
review and inclusion in the State of the Union Message.
Current Administration Position:
In your radio address of May 17, 1973, on campaignreform you proposed that Congress~
establish a non-partisan Commission on Federal Election Reform. It would have the
authority to make a broad study of all practices employed by political parties and
individuals i~ Federal political campaigns. This passed theSenate as S. J. Res. ll0
by voice
vote on
July 30, 1973,
and was referred to the House Committee on Administration.
No House
hearing~0ccurred~
’ ~ ......
During your radio address you stated you had rejected proposing Administrationdrafted reforms for two reasons:
"First, a really comprehensive campaign reform, which I believe
we need, must thread its way through enormous complexities,
high sensitivities, entrenched interests, and a careful assessment
of the possibilities of enactment by the Congress. This will take
time. It can be done, but it cannot be done overnight.
"Second, I feel it is essential that proposals for reform come not
from one political party, not from one Administration, not from
one Congress, but from a bipartisan group of recognized experts
working in a non-partisan atmosphere and broadly enough based
to give their recommendations the full authority of manifest
impartiality."
Other Pending ..Legislation on campaign Reform:
A conservative estimate numbers the bills and resolutions introduced in both Houses
of Congress during this Session relating to election and campaign reform as being

more than one hundred. Only three have passed the Senate: Your Commission (S.
J. Res. If0) on July 30, 1973; Senator Pastore’s bill (S. 372) to do away with the
equal time requirement with respect to Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates
and to further limit expenditures in election campaigns for federal elective office,
which passed the Senate by roll call vote on July 30, 1973; and Senator Fannin’s
Post Card Registration bill (S. 352) which passed the Senate on May 9, 1973. The
major proposals for public financing are summarized at Tab A.
Discussion of Campaign Reform Issues:
Although the issue is complex and some proposals are mutually exclusive, they have
been grouped for discussion at Tab B in the following order:
Public Financing of Campaigns
Tough Disclosure Law
Limits on Individual Contributions
Campaign Spending Limits
Media Access
Changes in the Criminal Law
Federal Campaign Commission
Possible Constitutional Amendments
Recommended Legislation:
Tab C briefly summarizes the most severe campaign reform you could responsibly
submit. There is virtually no chance of passage for this legislation, but it places
you in superb position of advocacy on the issue and will make the anticipated Ervin
Committee recommendations seem minor by comparison.

TAB A

S. 2297 -- The Scot~-Kennedy Bill calls for complete public funding
of federal campaigns, barring any private contributions, but contains no provisions for primary campaigns. It would cover Congressional elections and include minor party participation.
S. if03 -- The Hart Plan would not offer funds for Presidential campaigns;
would allow for private contributions and provide for minor parties.
Candidates would not be required to use public funds; and if they did
not, the limits on spending would not apply.
S. 1954 -- The Stevenson-Mathias Bill would also exclude primaries,
but would allow private contributions to a greater extent then the Hart
bill. It contains no specific provision for minor parties.
S. 2238 -- The Mondale-Schweiker Bill is limited to Presidential
elections and proposes matching federal to private funds, with
individual limits, during primaries. Federal contributions would be
made in general elections with limited additional private funds from
small contributors. Minor parties would be covered.
S. 2417 -" The Cranston Plan would provide for federal financing
of both primary and general campaigns, based on matching formulas
for both Presidential and Congressional races. It would apply to
minor parties.
H.R. 7612 -- The Anderson-Udall Bill is based on matching grants
covering both the primary and general campaigns for Presidential
and Congressional elections. There would be no limits on money
which candidates would raise privately, but amounts above $50
would not be eligible for matching funds. The bill makes no distinction between major and minor party candidates.

PUBLIC FINANCING OF CAMPAIGNS

There are basically two types of public financing for campaigns: (1) Mandatory
public financing such as the Scott-Kennedy bill where all private contributions are
outlawed with the Federal Government footing all campaign expenses; and (2)
voluntary financing schemes where public money is supplemental or alternative to
private financing.
In its purest form, mandatory public financing has one outstanding advantage:
Theoretically it entirely eliminates the importance of monetary contributions in a
campaign, and thereby eliminates the influence of money in politics. The essential
question is whether this advantage outweighs the numerous disadvantages to the
public financing scheme. Almost all alternatives to mandatory public financing are
compromises which seek to deal with specific perceived disadvantages. Thus, the
Anderson-Udall Bill does away with campaign spending limits, but seeks to increase
the importance of the small contributor by having the Federal Government match any
contribution of $50 or less.
Disadvantages of public financing can include some of the follo~ving:
Strongly favors incumbents by assuming equal access to money equalizes a
campaign. Actually, the incumbent already has "name recognition" and all
of the other economies of being established. A challenger needs money,
because it is the most fungible, to buy the multitude of campaign.aids to get
his name and his policies in front of the electorate.
Limiting or doing away with campaign contributions arguably denies First
Amendment guaranteed freedom of speech by limiting participation in
elections. Opponents argue that people choosing to donate money instead
of time have an equal right to participate in campaigns.
Mandatory public finance guarantees the funding for campaigns even in
absence of public support of a given candidate (such as the large number
of uncontested House races) and in the twilight of third party movements
(although Governor Wallace chose not to run in 1972, the American Independent
Party’s previous ballot qualification would no doubt have qualified them for
public, financing so that any candidate stepping forward for that party would
have qualified for the Federal funding).
Public financing requires a federal taxpayer to fund the. candidacy of someone
he may not support and who may advocate the opposite of what that individual
taxpayer may believe. Further, the number of individuals running for office
would increase tremendously if money were available to fund campaigns.
"This is especially true in the case of primaries (which, if not included in a
public financing scheme, would only move all of the perceived evils from the
general election back to the primary election).

Public financing greatly restricts the ability of any given individual to
support the candidate of his choice other than through the donation of
time. It would increase the relative importance of college youth, housewives, the unemployed, and other classes of people who have more time
than money to donate to a particular candidate. Since the law would only
outlaw the donation of money, it would work to the distinct advantage of
these groups.
Public financing schemes seldom provide flexibility for the support of outside groups. COPE, for example, engages in extensive "educational"
activities which could not come within the purvie~v Of the statute. This
would not only give COPE type activities an unfair advantage, but would
encourage other wide-spread imitation. "Unathorized" support would also
become a major problem.
No matter what the formula be for distributing the Federal money, it would
effect a candidate’s relationship with his national party. If the money did
not go through the national party, it might well enforce too rigid a discipline
to the national party’s line. The present diversity in this regard could
hardly be maintained.
Public funding would also give an unfair advantage to "peripherals" within
a particular iSarty rather than-’candidates in the mainstream. This would be
particularly true in the primaries.

TOUGH DISCLOSURE LAIV
Although the new disclosure law has been in effect a little more than a year, one
viable alternative to a public financing scheme would be a tough, comprehensive
disclosure law for all federal elections. The basic theory of a tough disclosure
policy is that the heat of publicity will reduce the importance and influence of
large contributions. The strongest disclosure law might utilize a federal commission
to receive all private campaign contributions (even though already earmarked for
a particular candidate) which would be immediately dispersed to the designated
¯ candidate or party, but could guarantee both disclosure and proper accounting for
campaign funds. The shortcomings of existing disclosure statutes are the lateness
~ the required disclosure and the lack of a proper mechanism for publicizing the
disclosed contributions. A federal commission could meet these problems, maintain
the traditional role of the private sector in providing campaign funds, and rely upon
the competition between candidates to reduce the influence of large contributions.
Although some would argue that the small businessman opposed to the war should not
have to publicize his contribution to a "peace" candidate, if the requirements of public

-3disclosure applied to contributions of $500 or above, it would provide sufficient
accounting while still preserving the privacy of smaller donors fearing government
retaliation.
Opponents of a disclosure proposal would argue that it does not go far enough to
satisfy the existing problems of campaign abuses. It also creates another federal
bureaucracy to assure disclosure when the benefits of such disclosure are largely
unproven,
INIDIVIDUAL DONOR LIMITS

......

Federal laws have limited the amount of individual contributions to particular
campaigns for more than a generation. In practice, however, these individual
donor limits were easily skirted through the use of numerous campaign committees.
Three sorts of donations will be addressed:
-.
Money. Limiting individual monetary contributions arguably reduces theeffectiveness of influence peddling and eliminates candidates without broad
bases of support.
Opponents of such limits argue that past limits have proven terrifically
ineffective and are probably unconstitutional in the first place. They also
increase the leveragerof candidates ~upported by people Withmore time
than money to donate. Such limits also tend to favor incumbents by denying
new candidates the ability to obtain single source backing in their beginning
stages.
Donations other tha..n’ money. Appreciable assets, such as stock, are often
given with no one paying capital gains tax on the difference between the
donors bases and its market value at the time of the gift. This is a natural
outgrowth of tax laws designed for charities, but probably has no place in
political campaigns.
Other donations include the use of corporate aircraft and other facilities without cost or obligation, the extension of "loans" to a party or candidate which
are deductible if unpaid, and the provision of transportation or media services
even when bills for previous services are long overdue (government regulated
companies can hardly be expected to be objective in cracking .down on candidates or parties who may prevail in some succeeding election.

Outlawing other than monetary donations would substantially alleviate many
of the above enumerated existing abuses.
Tax law chan~es. The Federal Government has no interest in taxing gifts or
contributions to political campaigns through the gift tax as an end in itself.
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eliminate a major reason for the vast proliferation of campaign committees.
The only possible argument for use of the gift tax is if limiting large contributions is deemed essential and the gift tax is the only Constitutional way
to limit them.
Campaign committees are presently not taxed on their income as normal
organizations might be, and there is certainly no federal interest in taxing
the funds of these political bodies. Tax laws should, however, be clarified
so that national parties and federal campaign organizations -- as opposed to
lobby groups -- are specifically exempted.
A requirement that individuals report all campaign contributions on their
annual tax returns would provide a very useful cross-check for disclosure
and for other restrictive statutes .~ "Although these individual tax returns
would be filed well past the electi0n,.they would provide clear guidance on
whether campaign abuses still existed. Moreover, they would provide a
onerous alternative to individuals intent on skirting laws applicable to
campaign organizations.
CAMPAIGN SPENDING LIMITS
Proponents of campaign spending limits, usually based on a certain amount of money
per eligible Voter, argue that this reduces the influence of wealth in political
campaigns ..... They also argue this would, reduce the incentives for corruption
Opponents of campaign spending limits argue that such limits would substantially
benefit incumbents. This is because challengers must rely heavily upon "name
recognition" expenditures to mount effective campaigns against incumbents. Since
campaign costs differ throughout the country, any spending limits also articially
reduce the enthusiasm of campaigns and are inappropriate since campaign expenditures expressed as a percentage of our gross national product have actually
decreased since the 50’s.
Campaign spending limits cannot cope with the problem of the "less than enthusiastic
supporter. ’~ These supporters are supporting candidates for unique and isolated
r_~asons (e.g. he has NRA support because he votes right on gun control; I support
him only because he is the lesser of two evils; I oppose his domestic policies but
support him because of his stand on national defense), but which are probably not
the kind of broad-based support a candidate would choose to spend his own money to
encourage. The expenditures of these supporters ought not to be charged against
the car~didate’s spending limits, but providing this loop-hole encourages massive
abuse. Finally, campaign spending limits also artificially conclude that equalizing
money will equalize campaigns and ignores the other campaign aids such as media
attention, supporters with more time to donate, and COPE’s educational activities.

MEDIA ACCESS
Television and radio are perceived as dominating the candidate’s ability to reach
the people. Their fantastic expense is also seen as one of the major evils
accompanying their attractiveness. Another alternative to public financing of
campaigns is the reduction of massive campaign expenditures through the provision
of increased access to television and radio:
There is widespread agreement as to the desirability of repealing the present
equal time provisions of Section 315 A. You successfully vetoed a Congressiona;
attempt to repeal these provisions only as they effected Presidential campaigns.
It is felt that the equal time provisions work to prevent the media from
encouraging reasonable political debate between major candidates. Hill resistance to doing away with the equal time provisions for other than Presidential
elections supposedly stems from the fear that local stations -- as opposed to
rmtional networks ~.-.~ill preser~t coverage biased toward conservative interests~.~.:~
Free or reduced cost-of television and radio will greatly reduce the campaign
costs of all candidates without working to the advantage of the incumbent.
This could be a justifiable expense for the Federal Government to absorb or
to impose upon networks as a condition" of their license. Critics argue the
access would be unworkable because media coverage in large cities includes
too many Cong..ressional candidates for proper programming (New York City
has some fourteen Congressmen and New Jersey has no independent TV
stations so they would have to be piped out of New York City). Other critics.
argue such media saturation would numb the public’.s interest in campaigns
and would only encourage charismatic or media type candidates.
One tremendous advantage of incumbents is the use of the frank to obtain free mailing
privileges during a campaign. Although this is supposedly illegal, it is almost
impossible to enforce. There are several possible methods of equalizing this advantage
during a campaign: doing away with franking privileges during primaries and
general elections; providing limited free mail for bonafide challengers; or providing
"dissenter’s rights" to bonafide candidates in the same envelope franked by the
incumbent.
CRIMINAL LAWS
~Ithough most "dirty tricks" already constitute misdemeanors or torts under present
federal or state law, a statute could be drafted to increase the penaltities for engaging
in these already prescribed actions "with the intent to influence the outcome of a
federal election," and thereby elevate the gravity of the offense.
Since CREP is alleged to have unclean hands in this regard, any comprehensive set
of Administration proporals which omitted outlawing the more egregious sorts of
"dirty tricks" would be immediately criticized.

It may also be desirable to review and increase the penalties for unlicensed
demonstrators, hecklers, mob actions, and other "radical left" activities by recodifying certain activities as "interference with the Federal elective process."
This is admittedly somewhat risky because of the First Amendment implications
with regard to speech and assembly, but the Department of Justice could be asked
to draft a defensible statute in this regard.
FEDERAL CAMPAIGN COMMISSION
Almost any of the previous options would require a Federal Campaign Commission to
administer.
Care should be taken to provide the Commission with the ability to institute civil
proceedings, but criminal proceedings should have to be referred to the Justice
Department.

Great care will have to be taken in the establishment of any,Commission to assure
,~ : ~
effective, but limited, abilities. There is something frighteningly repressive about ...
establishing a federal bureaucracy which can wield great infl.uence o.ver suppositively
free elections.
POSSIBLE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
Direct Election of the President

In late September of this year the Senate held hearing on S. J. Res. 1 which
would provide for direct popular elevation of the President. In your Message
to the Congress of February 29, 1969, you stated "the candidate who wins the
most popular votes should become President" but you expressed a concern
for the spirit of federalism embodying in the present electoral system and
proposed retaining the electoral vote but proportionalizing it according to
the popular vote within each state.
S. J. Res. 1 provides for direct popular election of the majority candidate
receiving in excess of 40 percent of the popular vote total. Justice objected
to this proposal’s answer to the question of the minority (i.e. less than 40
percent) because it involved the possibility of Congressional determination
rather than a run off election.
Although direct popular election might radically change our present federallydiffused nomination and campaign tactics, and elevate a mass media appeal to
a state-less national constituence, the submission of a proposal Constitutional
Amendment to otherwise alter our election, procedures which omitted addressing the question of direct popular election would leave you open to substantial
criticism.

II.

Four-Year Congressional Term With Half of House Elected Every Two Years
You stated you personally favored this change in your radio address of
May 16, 1973. Your stated reason was the longer term would allow Congressmen to better represent the people if they were not forced to devote one of
every two years to running for re-election.
A four-year Congressional term might tend to make the individual Congressman
less conservative since he would only have to face his electorate once every
four years. We have publicly argued in the past that the House, precisely
because it must face re-election every two years, is much more responsive
to the "social issue" facing the American people. Some people feel Senators
only align themselves with their constitutency during the one year preceding
their candidacy and are free to advocate their individual conscience in the
remaining five years, ~
.
" ~¯.

III.

Presidential Six Year ..Te.rm (Non-Repeatable,)
A single six-year Presidential term has the apparent advantage of elevating
the elecfed President above’politi~s for his term of office. Since he cannot
succeed himself, he is free to act as a statesnlan without having to constantly
compromise his actions, because of a desire to be re-elected .............
Opponents argue that making the President a lame duck immediately only
-restricts the power.of the executive. It also only purports to free the President
from "politics" since his ability to govern is a function of the power and
prestige of his office which is dependent upon the continuing support of the
American people. There is further, question of whether six years is sufficient
time for a man to master the Presidency and accomplish his mission. ~Finally,
a single six. year term might well focus much more importance on the national
political parties and especially upon the Vice President as the heir apparent
who is most likely to run next for the Presidency.
Limit .Congressional Incumbancy
Although limiting Congressional incumbancy has not had a lot of public
discussion, one way to balance the Presidential re-election restrictions
would be to limit Senators to three terms consecutively and House members
to six.
Preferential Presidential Primary (National Primary)
It is argued that a single national Presidential primary would better organize
the present disarray of some twenty-two state primary elections -- each with
differing entrance requirements and election rules. A national Presidential

primary would give a truly national picture of the nation’s choice for
Presidential candidates, and would cut campaign expenses and reduce the
length of campaigns.
Opponents argue that such a national Primary would be too "easy" on
candidates -- that only through the rugged test of differing situations and
audiences can a candidate’s mettle be tested. Regional candidates or interests
could not be represented, and charismatic "media" types would gain a distinct
advantage because of the reduced requirement for local organization or
precinct work. Finally, such a national primary would increase the already
substantial importance of national media coverage as opposed to personal
advantages.

Establis, hing common election dates for six to ten regions would seem to
provide all the advantages of regional.primaries,, and still allow individual
states to maintain their own rules for eligibility and effect on Convention
delegations. This method would also .not require-a Constitutional Amendment
to be effective.

I.

Federal Elections Commission
Open and controlled financing of all Federal campaigns in the sense that all
contributions would have to be given through a newly created Federal Elections
Commission (bi-partisan, Presidentially appointed with Senate conformation
for specific and overlapping term of years) which would set up accounts for
qualified candidates for Federal office to draw checks upon. Al__!l campaign contributions would be filtered through this Federal Elections Commission, for the
specific use of candidates or political parties.. The Federal Elections Commission
would immediately make earmarked donations available to the recipients, and
make such donations public at frequent and regular intervals. Monetary con~tributions only in check form wouldbe acceptable - no appreciated stocks or
bonds and no cash.
...... ..... Approve

~

Disapprove

,,~ .......

There would be no limit on individual donations (and no gift tax on donations
over $3,000) and no limit on total expenditures by candidates or parties except
for’ medi~. ~ ,However ~ there wouldbe total~ public disclosure, ~and~ any receipt
or expenditure of monies not filtered through the Commission would be illegal.
Approve

Disapprove .....

.~ ....... ’-

(Optional) The Federal Government would match all contributions of $50 or less
at50 centg on the dollar (thus a $50 cohtribUtion to a candidate or a political
party would receive a $25 Federal Government match, a $30 contribution would
receive a $15 match, and a $75 contribution would receive no match whatsoever).
The theory here is the encouragement of small contributions, but the matching .......
technique requires a candidate or a party to generate the initial contributions.
The government match is thus a self regulating mechanism. Further limitations ....
could be imposed by a minimum triggering requirement for matching, and a
maximum on the amount of Federal participation. Our initial cost estimate is
$90 million for the match alone.
Approve

Disapprove

II~? Other Public Disclosure
Disclosure of campaign financing has already been discussed above, but further
public disclosure should be required with regard to the financial statements
of c~andidates and their outside receipt of income. All candidates for Federal
office should be required to submit a financial statement to the Federal Elections
Commission which would be published. Once elected, these officials and senior
Executive Branch appointees would have to liquidate their assets, place them in
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blind trusts, or convert them into government bonds. All Federally elected
officials, Senate-confirmed Executive Appointees and Federal judges would automaticaIly be audited by the IRS each year by law.
Approve

Disapprove

Furthermore, there would be a prohibition against any outside receipt of income
for any Federal elected officials or senior members of the Executive Branch. AI1
trave! and expenses for these officiMs would be borne by the Federal Government
t~ravoid-any~appearan~-of impropriety-through the.use of speaking fees or e~.pense
moni-esv° If Federal public service is really a full-time job, there should be no
outside receipt of income for these individuals except from their blind trusts or the
government bonds.
Approve

Disapprove

-:~

-

Regional Presidential Primaries

To get a~ay from the multitude of State primaries and to ~educe campaign costs,
a system of 6-I0 regional Presidentiai primaries would be established. Congress
would legislate the beginning date and the ending date for this series, as well as
the xegional, boundaries ~. The Fade~:a!,Elections Commission would negotiate the~.~ ..-~ .~
specific dates for the individual primaries. The closer the closing date for the las
regionat primary was to election day, the shorter the campaign period. Obvious!y,
the~two national, conventions.would .have to occur after the~,last regional, primary
Thus, for example, if the closing date for regional Presidentiai primaries was
August 15th, this would assure convention scheduiing after August 15th.
Approve

Disapprove

IV. Ec~uali. ze..Advantages of Incumbency
Strictly limit the use of the Congressional frank at a date well before the general
election. The best date would probably be the beginning date of regional
Presidential primaries. Make public the cost advantages and the volume used by
specific individuals. Thus, massive mailings before the cutoff date would be
exposed for public scrutiny. End government paid travel and rental of district
home offices during this same period. Repeal the equal time amendment. Limit
the Congressional Record to printing remarks actually made during the session.
Modify "actual malice" requirement judically created (N.Y. Times, V. Sullivan)
for libel and slander judgments involving public figures.
Approve

Disapprove

V.

Crminialize "Dirty, Tricks"
Outlaw not only the deliberate misrepresentation of campaign sponsors (i. e.,
Harlem blacks for Muskie) and the fraudulent impersonation of supporters
ordering pizzas or entertainers for the other side) but also increase the existent
crimina! penalties for unlicensed demonstrations, parades, or civil disturbances
intended ’to disrupt a candidate’s presentation or speech. If characterized as
deliberate interference with the Federal electoral process, this could avoid the
First Amendment freedom of speech inplications.
Approve

Disapprove

VI. Constitutional Amendments:
Your Administration has .alwaystaken the position that tt-~Constitution is not a ..... .
document to be highly amended. Even though there has been public discussion Of
altering the term of year for Presidents and Congressmen, we do not believe either
of these proposals to be in the best long run interests of our country and think you
should be in the position of having considered and rejected these proposals. The
only possible Constitutional Amendment we would propose is that of direct election
.which you should.endorse in conecpt .... Since Congress is already considering
legislation in this regard, no formal submission would be necessary.
Approve

Disapprove

Administration Sponored Legislation Enacted
o

Crime Control Ac~..~of 1973. This blli extends the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration look grant program until 1976-, This wasa ~ompromise with our own special revenue sharing for law enforcement proposal.
Final Congressional Action !n~c~o~mPlete
Revision, of Fed~.eral Criminal Code
Provisions. Total revision of Title 18 of the U .S. Code which updates
penaiti~s, revises definitions, and codifies favorable court cases on
the substantive Criminal Code.
Status!Direction: The Justice Department has been working closely
with the staff of the Senate Criminal Law Subcommittee and it is hoped
.that a common draft merging S ~ I (the McClellan Bill) and S. 1400
(the Administration proposal) can be agreed upon by February Ist,
By late spring a draft Senate report should be completed. The Justice
Department has done some work with the House Judiciary Committee
staff, but so far there has been virtually no House attention.
Senate Outlook: Working closely with Senators McClellan and Hruske
theDepartment of Justice fully expects Senate action on a code revision
bill this session.
House Outlook: Any House Judiciary action is unlikely, but: we will use
code revision as an example of something the House Judiciary Should
have been working on this year.

Provisions: Provided five and 10 year minimum mandatory penalties
afficking with tighten pre-trial release policies.
Status!Direction. This proposal was submitted last March. and has
received no Congressional attention whatsoever. To remedy t!ffs, we
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expect little leadership from the House Judiciary in this area.
Senate Outlook: We anticipate Senate action this session.
House Oufl0ok: House action is again unlikely, but this will provide
another example of what the House Judiciary Committee ~hould have been
working on this session.

C. D~e~a~th ~enaity Restoration
Provisions: Restores the death penalty for war-time treason, sabotage,
and espionage and for certain Federal erimes where death results. Provides
substantial safeguards to meet wtth Supreme Court obJections expressed
in Furman V. Georgia.
Status/Direc_f!o_n_: The Senate Cr~ainal Laws Subcommittee has reported
S. 1401, with some minor amendments, but the full Judiciary Committee has
taken no action on it. This is due in large part to Senator’s McClellan’s
reluctance to bring it up late in the session o particularly in light c~ the
tainted Watargate mood. Kennedy and Bayh can be expected to attempt
further delay in light of a new Attorney General, but Saxbe is fairly clear
on this issue.
Senate Outlook: We fully expect favorable Senate action early in 1974.
House Outlook: The House will take no action until the Senate bill is
approved. Given the upcoming election, it is difficult to believe the House
can avoid favorable action late in the session.
llI. Ne,,W, Legislation

Campaign Reform. Although your proposed non,partisan Commission on
Campaign Reform ,failed to achieve House passage, we anticipate submitting
a comprehensive campaign reform legislatlve proposal early in the Second
Session.
~. The Criminal Justice Informaion Systems SecuriW Act is Justice
legislation which will be submitted shortly after the State of the Union, and
will be tied to an on-going task force which will be preparing legislative
proposals in the privacy area.

O0

January 14, 1974

MEMORANDUM. FOR MII~ FARRELL

SUBJECT: Parking Space
Recently we have hired a new secretary, Norma Zaske, to work for three
of the lawyers with the Legal Group. Norma has consented to work some
very long works. She is living in Silver Spring and drives to work,
parking in a public lot. In light of her hours, would it be possible to
arrange for her to receive a parking spa~e on the Elipse.
Thanks, Mike.

Geoff Shepard

January 14.19~4

M~MORANDUM FOR CRAIG GOSDHN
SUBJECT: Stateof the Union

I covered the following items with Saxbe in light detail:
1.

Continued emphasis on existing proposals for Criminal Code revision
and restoration of death penalty,
~: revision of Heroin Trafficking Act to include cocaine,
amphetamines, and barbiturates. New emphasis on increased U, S.
enforcement presence along Mexican border.
Privacy: submission of Criminal Justice Information Systems Security
and Privacy Act of 1973, and creation of privacy group to review present
governmental policies in that regard.

4,

Campaign Reform: I told Saxbe ~at his Department would draft the
proposal upon receipt of the Presidential .Option Paper,

After my review of current topics, I suggested to Saxbe that there was still
time in both the budget and the State of the Union Messages to insert any areas
where he had very strong intentions _of proceeding. After reflection, he
indicated that he had not decided upon any speaiflc, tdantifable areas which he
wanted included ~n either ofthose messages.

Geoff Shepard

THE WHITE HOUSE
WAS H I NGTO N

AC TION

MEMORANDUi~ FOR: THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

KEN COLE

SUBJECT:

CAMPAIGN REFORM

You asked that a comprehensive campaign reform package be prepared for your
review and inclusion in the State of the Union Message.
Current Administration Position:
In your radio address of May 17, 1973, on campaign reform you proposed that Congress~
establish a non-partisan Commission on Federal Election Reform. It would have the
authority to make a broad study of all practices employed by political parties and
individuals in Federal political campaigns. This passed the Senate as S. J. Res. ll0
by voice vote on July 30, 1973, and was referred to the House Committee on Administration. No House hearings occurred.
During your radio address you stated you had rejected proposing Administrationdrafted reforms for two reasons:
"First, a really comprehensive campaign reform, which I believe
we need, must thread its way through enormous complexities,
high sensitivities, entrenched interests, and a careful assessment
of the possibilities of enactment by the Congress. This will take
time. It can be done, but it cannot be done overnight.
"Second, I feel it is essential that proposals for reform come not
from one political party, not from one Administration, not from
one Congress, but from a bipartisan group of recognized experts
working in a non-partisan atmosphere and broadly enough based
to give their recommendations the full authority of manifest
impartiality."
Other Pendin~ Legislation on Camlaai~n Reform:
A conservative estimate numbers the bills and resolutions introduced in both Houses
of Congress during this Session relating to election and campaign reform as being

more than one hundred. Only three have passed the Senate: Your Commission (S.
J. Res. Ii0) on July 30, 1973; Senator Pastore’s bill (S. 372) to do away with the
equal time requirement with respect to Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates
and to further limit expenditures in election campaigns for federal elective office,
which passed the Senate by roll call vote on July 30, 1973; and Senator Fannin’s
Post Card Registration bill (S. 352) which passed the Senate on May 9, 1973. The
major proposals for public financing are summarized at Tab A.
Discussion of Campaign Reform Issues:
Although the issue is complex and some proposals are mutually exclusive, they have
been grouped for discussion at Tab B in the following order:
Public Financing of Campaigns
Tough Disclosure Law
Limits on Individual Contributions
Campaign Spending Limits
Media Access
Changes in the Criminal Law
Federal Campaign Commission
Possible Constitutional Amendments
Recommended Legislation:
Tab C briefly summarizes the most severe campaign reform you could responsibly
submit. There is virtually no chance of passage for this legislation, but it places
you in superb position of advocacy on the issue and will make the anticipated Ervin
Committee recommendations seem minor by comparison.
Laird, Harlow and Timmons are noted where they disagree with any of the proposals.
:-~iscussion of specific proposals with the Congressional leadership has been deferred
pending your own reaction to the scope of the recommendations.
Recommendation: That you indicate your response at Tab C.

TAB A

S. 2297 -- The Scott-Kennedy Bill calls for complete public funding
of federal campaigns, barring any private contributions, but contains no provisions for primary campaigns. It would cover Congressional elections and include minor party participation.
S. 1103 -- The Hart Plan would not offer funds for Presidential campaigns;
would allow for private contributions and provide for minor parties.
Candidates would not be required to use public funds; and if they did
not, the limits on spending would not apply.
S. 1954 -- The Stevenson-Mathias Bill would also exclude primaries,
but would allow private contributions to a greater extent then the Hart
bill. It contains no specific provision for minor parties.
S. 2238 -- The Mondale-Schweiker Bill is limited to Presidential
elections and proposes matching federal to private funds, with
individual limits, during primaries. Federal contributions would be
made in general elections with limited additional private funds from
small contributors. Minor parties would be covered.

S, 2417 -- The Cranston Plan would provide for federal financing
of both primary and general campaigns, based on matching formulas
for both Presidential and Congressional races.. It would apply to
minor parties ~
H.R. 7612 -- The Anderson-Udall Bill is based on matching grants
covering both the primary and general campaigns for Presidential
and Congressional elections, There would be no limits on money
which candidates would raise privately, but amounts above $50
would not be eligible for matching funds. The bill makes no distinction between major and minor party candidates.

FINANCING OF C

There are basically two types of public financing for campaigns: (I) Mandatory
public financing such as the Scott-Kennedy bill where all private contributions are
outlawed with the Federal Government footing all campaign expenses; and (2)
voluntary financing schemes where public money is supplemental or alternative to
private financing.
In its purest form, mandatory public financing has one outstanding advantage:
Theoretically it entirely eliminates the importance of monetary contributions in a
campaign, and thereby eliminates the influence of money in politics. The essential
question is whether this advantage outweighs the numerous disadvantages to the
public financing scheme. Almost all alternatives to mandatory public financing are
compromises which seek to deal with specific perceived disadvantages. Thus, the
Anderson-Udall Bill does away with campaign spending limits, but seeks to increase
the importance of the small contributor by having the Federal Government match any
contribution of $50 or less.
Disadvantages of public financing can include some of the following:
Strongly favors incumbents by assuming equal access to money equalizes a
campaign..Actually, the incumbent already’has "name recognition" and all ....
of the other economies of being established. A challenger needs money,
because it is the most fungible, to buy the multitude of campaign aids to get
his name and his policies in front of the electorate.
Limiting or doing away with campaign contributions arguably denies First
Amendment guaranteed freedom of speech by limiting participation in
elections. Opponents argue that people choosing to donate money instead
of time have an equal right to participate in campaigns.
Mandatory public finance guarantees the funding for campaigns even in
absence of public support of a given candidate (such as the large number
of uncontested House races) and in the twilight of third party movements
(although Governor Wallace chose not to run in 1972, the American Independent
Party’s previous ballot qualification would no doubt have qualified them for
public financing so that any candidate stepping forward for that party would
have qualified for the Federal funding).
Public financing requires a federal taxpayer to fund the candidacy of someone
he may not support and who may advocate the opposite of what that individual
taxpayer may believe. Further, the number of individuals running for office
would increase tremendously if money were available to fund campaigns.
This is especially true in the case of primaries (which, if not included in a
public financing scheme, would only move all of the perceived evils from the
general election back to the primary election).

Public financing greatly restricts the ability of any given individual to
support the candidate of his choice other than through the donation of
time. It would increase the relative importance of college youth, housewives, the unemployed, and other classes of people who have more time
than money to donate to a particular candidate. Since the law would only
outlaw the donation of money, it would work to the distinct advantage of
these groups.
Public financing schemes seldom provide flexibility for the support of outside groups. COPE, for example, engages in extensive "educational"
activities which could not come within the purview of the statute. This
would not only give COPE type activities an unfair advantage, but would
eftcourage other wide-spread imitation~ "Unathorize’d" support would also
become a major problem.

...........

-.....

No matter what the formula be for distributing the Federal money, it would
effect-a candidate’s relationship with his national party. If the money did ........
no__~t go through the national party, it might well enforce too rigid a discipline
to the national party’s line. The present diversity in this regard could
hardly be maintained~ ............................................

Public funding would also give an unfair advantage to "peripherals" within
-~ ~’-~ ~iapartic{~lar party rather than~candidates in the mainstream. This would be
particularly true in the primaries.

TOUGH DISCLOSURE LAW
Although the new disclosure law has been in effect a little more than a year, one
viable alternative to a public financing scheme would be a tough, comprehensive
disclosure law for all federal elections. The basic theory of a tough disclosure
policy is that the heat of publicity will reduce the importance and influence of
large contributions. The strongest disclosure law might utilize a federal commission
to receive all private campaign contributions (even though already earmarked for
a particular candidate) which would be immediately dispersed to the designated
candidate or party, but could guarantee both disclosure and proper accounting for
.c,~ampaign funds. The shortcomings of existing disclosure statutes are the lateness
6f the required disclosure and the lack of a proper mechanism for publicizing the
disclosed contributions. A federal commission could meet these problems, maintain
the traditional role of the private sector in providing campaign funds, and rely upon
the competition between candidates to reduce the influence of large contributions.
Although some would argue that the small businessman opposed to the war should not
have to publicize his contribution to a "peace" candidate, if the requirements of public

disclosure applied to contributions of $500 or above, it would provide sufficient
accounting while still preserving the privacy of smaller donors fearing government
retaliation.
Opponents of a disclosure proposal would argue that it does not go far enough to
satisfy the existing problems of campaign abuses. It also creates another federal
bureaucracy to assure disclosure when the benefits of such disclosure are largely
unproven.
INIDIVIDUAL DONOR LIMITS
Federal laws have limited the amount of individual contributions to particular
-campaigns for more lhan a gener-ation. In practice, however, these-individual ¯
donor limits were easily skirted through the use of numerous campaign committees.
Three sorts of donations will be addressed:
(i)

~. Money. Limiting indi.viduaL-monetar.y.contributions arguably reduces the
effectiveness of influence peddling and eliminates candidates without broad
bases of support.
Opponents of such limits argue that past limits have proven terrifically
ineffective and are probably unconstitutional in the first place. They also
increase the .leverage of candidates supported.by people with more time
than money to donate. Such limits also tend to favor incumbents by denying
new candidates the ability to obtain single source backing in their beginning
stages.

C2)

Donations other than money. Appreciable assets, such as stock, are often
given with no one paying capital gains tax on the difference between the
donors bases and its market value at the time of the gift. This is a natural
outgrowth of tax laws designed for charities, but probably has no place in
political campaigns.
Other donations include the use of corporate aircraft and other facilities without cost or obligation, the extension of "loans" to a party or candidate which
are deductible if unpaid, and the provision of transportation or media services
even when bills for previous services are long overdue (government regulated
companies can hardly be expected to be objective in cracking down on candidates or parties who may prevail in some succeeding election.
Outlawing other than monetary donations would substantially alleviate many
of the above enumerated existing abuses.
Tax law changes. The Federal Government has no interest in taxing gifts or
contributions to political campaigns through the gift tax as an end in itself.

-4Moreover, ending gift tax application to campaign contributions would
eliminate a major reason for the vast proliferation of campaign committees.
The only possible argument for use of the gift tax is if limiting large contributions is deemed essential and the gift tax is the only Constitutional way
to limit them.
Campaign committees are presently not taxed on their income as normal
organizations might be, and there is certainly no federal interest in taxing
the funds of these political bodies. Tax laws should, however, be clarified
so that national parties and federal campaign organizations -- as opposed to
lobby groups -- are specifically exempted.
- A’requirement that individuals report-all’campaign contributions on their
annual tax returns would provide a very useful cross-check for disclosure
and for other restrictive statutes. Although these i~:lividual tax returns
would be filed well past the election, they would provide clear guidance on
whether-campaign abuses still existed. Moreover, they would provide a
onerous alternative to individuals intent on skirting laws applicable to
campaign organizations.
CAMPAIGN SPENDING LIMITS

Proponents"~)f camp aign spending limiis, ’usually based on a certain amount Of m0~ey ~’ ’~ ~
per eligible voter, argue that this reduces the influence of wealth in political
campaigns. They also argue this would reduce the incentives for corruption.
Opponents of campaign spending limits argue that such limits would substantially ........
benefit incumbents. This is because challengers must rely heavily upon "name
recognition" expenditures to mount effective campaigns against incumbents. Since
campaign costs differ throughout the country, any spending limits also articially
reduce the enthusiasm of campaigns and are inappropriate sin~e campaign expenditures expressed as a percentage of our gross national product have actually
decreased since the 50’s.
Campaign spending limits cannot cope with the problem of the "less than enthusiastic
supporter." These supporters are supporting candidates for unique and isolated
reasons (e. g. he has NRA support because he votes right on gun control; I support
h~m only because he is the lesser of two evils; I oppose his domestic policies but
support him because of his stand on national defense), but which are probably not
the kind of broad-based support a candidate would choose to spend his own money to
encourage. The expenditures of these supporters ought not to be charged against
the candidate’s spending limits, but providing this loop-hole encourages massive
abuse. Finally, campaign spending limits also artificially conclude that equalizing
money will equalize campaigns and ignores the other campaign aids such as media
attention, supporters with more time to donate, and COPE’s educational activities.

MEDIA ACCESS
Television and radio are perceived as dominating the candidate’s ability to reach
the people. Their fantastic expense is also seen as one of the major evils
accompanying their attractiveness. Another alternative to public financing of
campaigns is the reduction of massive campaign expenditures through the provision
of increased access to television and radio:

There is widespread agreement as to the desirability of repealing the present
equal time provisions of Section 315 A. You successfully vetoed a Congressiona;
attempt to repeal these provisions only as they effected Presidential campaigns.
It is felt that the equal time provisions work to prevent the media from
encouraging reasonable political debate between major candidates. Hill resist...................... ance-to doi~ng, away withthe equal time pr~v.isions fo~-other ,than Presidential .............
elections supposedly stems from the fear that local stations -- as opposed to
............................ _natiq~al networ, ks 7~. will present co~er.a, ge ~bia~d ~to~a.r.d. g~s~.r~vatiye interests
..... --

,, Free or reduced cost. of ~tele~zision an~l ~radio will greatly reduce the campaign
costs of all candidates without working to the advantage of the incumbent.
This could be a justifiable expense for the Federal Government to absorb or
to impose upon networks as a condition of their license. Critics argue the
~,~
access would be unworkable because media coverage in large cities includes
too many Congressional candidates for proper programming (New York City
................... has some,fourteen Congressmen and.New Jersey~has, no4ndependent TV
stations, so they would have to be piped out of New ,York City). Other .critics
argue such media saturation would numb the public’s interest in campaigns
and would only encourage charismatic or media type candidates.
One tremendous advantage of incumbents is the use of the frank to ~btain free mailing
privileges during a campaign. Although this is supposedly illegal, it is almost
impossible to enforce. There are several possible methods of equalizing this advantage
during a campaign: doing away with franking privileges during primaries and
general elections; providing limited free mail for bonafide challengers; or providing
"dissenter’s rights" to bonafide candidates in the same envelope franked by the
incumbent.
CRIMINAL LAWS
Although most "dirty tricks" already constitute misdemeanors or torts under present
federal or state law, a statute could be drafted to increase the penaltities for engaging
in these already prescribed actions "with the intent to influence the outcome of a
federal election," and thereby elevate the gravity of the offense..
Since CREP is alleged to have unclean hands in this regard, any comprehensive set
of Administration proporals which omitted outlawing the more egregious sorts of
"dirty tricks" would be immediately criticized.

It may also be desirable to review and increase the penalties for unlicensed
demonstrators, hecklers, mob actions, and other "radical left" activities by recodifying certain activities as "interference with the Federal elective process."
This is admittedly somewhat risky because of the First Amendment implications
with regard to speech and assembly, but the Department of Justice could be asked
to draft a defensible statute in this regard.
FEDERAL CAMPAIGN COMMISSION
Almost any of the previous options would require a Federal Campaign.Commission to
administer.
Care should be taken to provide the Commission with the abilit~ to institute civil
....... proceedings,,, ,bu.t.criminal,proceedings should have. to, be referred to the Justice .................
Department.
Great care will have to be taken in the establishment of any Commission to assure
.... effective ,, b.ut.limited, abilitiea. There is something.frightening!y repressive about
establishing a federal bureaucracy which can wield great influence over suppositively
free elections.
POSSIBLE. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS

In late September of this year the Senate held hearing on S. J. Res. 1 which
would provide for direct, popular election of the President. In your Message
to the Congress of February 29, 1969, you stated "the candidate who wins the
most popular votes should become President" but you expressed a concern
for the spirit of federalism embodying in the present electoral system and
proposed retaining the electoral vote but proportionalizing it according to
the popular vote within each state.
S. J. Res. 1 provides for direct popular election of the.majority candidate
receiving in excess of 40 percent of the popular vote total. Justice objected
to this proposa!’s answer to the question of the minority (i.e. less than 40
percent) because it involved the possibility of Congressional determination
rather than a run off election.
Although direct popular election might radically change our present federallydiffused nomination and campaign tactics, and elevate a mass media appeal to
a state-less national constituence, the submission of a proposal Constitutional
Amendment to otherwise alter our election procedures which omitted addressing the question of direct popular election would leave you open to substantial
criticism.

Four-Year Congressional Term With Half of House Elected Every Two Years
You stated you personally favored this change in your radio address of
May 16, 1973. Your stated reason was the longer term would allow Congressmen to better represent the people if they were not forced to devote one of
every two years to running for re-election.
A four-year Congressional term might tend to make the individual Congre.ssman
less conservative since he would only have to face his electorate once every
four years. We have publicly argued in the past that the House, precisely
because it must face re-election every two years, is much more responsive
to the "social issue" facing the American people. Some people feel Senators
.............. only align themselves with their.constitutency during the one year preceding
their candidacy and are free to advocate their individual conscience in the
remaining five years.
....... H! ..... Presi,dentia! Six Y.ear.~ Term ~ (Non-Rep eatable) .........................
A single six,year Presidential term has the apparent advantage of elevating
the elected President above politics for his term of office. Since he cannot
succeed himself, he is free to act as a statesman without having to constantly
compromise his actions because of a desire to be re-elected.
Opponents argue that making the President a lame duck immediately only
restricts the power of the executive. It also only purports to free the President
from "politics"-since his ability ~to govern is a function of the power and .... "
prestige of his office which is dependent upon the continuing support of the
American people. ~There iS~further question ofwhether six years is sufficient
time for a man to master the Presidency and accomplish his mission..Finally,
a single six year term might, well focus much more importance on the national
political parties and especially upon the Vice President as the heir apparent
who is most likely to run next for the Presidency.

IV.

Limit Congressional Incumbancy
Although limiting Congressional incumbancy has not had a lot of public
discussion, one way to balance the Presidential re-election restrictions
would be to limit Senators to three terms consecutively and House members
to six.
Preferential Presidential Primary (Nationa! P.rimary)
It is argued that a single national Presidential primary would better organize
the present disarray of some twenty-two state primary elections -- each with
differing entrance requirements and election rules. A national Presidential

-8primary would give a truly national picture of the nation’s choice for
Presidential candidates, and would cut campaign expenses and reduce the
length of campaigns.
Opponents argue that such a national primary would be too "easy" on
candidates -- that only through the rugged test of differing situations and
audiences can a candidate’s mettle be tested. Regional candidates or interests
could not be represented, and charismatic "media" types would gain a distinct
advantage because of the reduced requirement for local organization or
precinct work. Finally, such a national primary would increase the already
substantial importance of national media coverage as opposed to personal
: advantages~ ...................
Establishing commo~ election dates for six to ten regions would seem to
provide all the advantages of regional_primaries, and still allow individual
states .to maintain their own rules for eligibility and .effect on Convention
delegations. This method would alS6 h~0t req~ir~e aC0n~ti~iti0nal Amendment
to be effective.

I. Federal Elections Commission
Open and controlled financing of all Federal campaigns in the sense that all
contributions would have to be given through a newly created Federal Elections
Commission (bi-partisan, Presidentially appointed with Senate conformation
for specific and overlapping term of years) which would set up accounts for
qualified candidates for Federal office to draw checks upon. All campaign contributions would be filtered through this Federal Elections Commission, for the
specific use of candidates or political parties. The Federal Elections Commission
would immediately make earmarked donations available to the recipients, and
make such donations public at frequent and regular intervals. Monetary contributions only in check form would be acceptable - no appreciated stocks or
bonds and no cash.

Approve

Disapprove

So called "educational material" used by organized labor or other special interest
groups would also have to be paid for through the Commission if the material
discussed candidates or parties by name.
Approve

Disapprove

There would be no Limit on individual donations (and no gift tax on donations ............
over $3,000) and no limit on total expenditures by candidates or parties. (Harlow
disagrees, suggesting donation limits are necessary to look credible: .$25.,000 for
President, $5,000 for Senate, and $3,000 for the House.) However, there would be
total public disclosure, and any receipt or expenditure of monies not filtered
through the Commission would be illegal.
Approve

Disapprove

(Optional) No one really adyocates public financing, but the Congress is very "
likely to pass such a measure. This option is designed to be one form we could
live with if it should pass. (Harlow and Timmons disagree strongly with any sort
of federal financing and think consistency is preferable to this proposed match.
Laird thinks, we must face the federal financing question with our own proposal. )
The Federal Government would match all contributions of $50 or less at 50 cents on
the dollar. (Thus, a $50 contribution to a candidate or a political party would receive
a $25 Federal Government match, a $30 contribution would receive a $15 match, and a
$75 contribution would receive no match whatsoever.) The theory here is the
encouragement of small contributions, but the matching technique requires a candidate
or a party to generate the initial contributions. The government match is thus a self
regulating mechanism. Further limitations could be imposed by a minimum
triggering requirement for matching, and a maximum on the amount of Federal participation. Our initial cost estimate is $90 million for the match alone.
Approve

Disapprove

II.

Other Public Disclosure
Disclosure of campaign financing has already been discussed above, but further
public disclosure should be required with regard to the financial statements
of candidates and their outside receipt of income. All candidates for Federal
office should be required to submit a standard financial statement to the Federal
Elections Commission which would be published. Once elected, these officials
and senior Executive Branch appointees would have to either liquidate their assets,
place them in blind trusts, or convert them into government bonds. All Federally
elected officials, Senate-confirmed Executive Appointees and Federal judges would
automatically be audited by the IRS each year by law.
Approve

Disapprove

Furthermore, there would be a prohibition against any outside receipt of income .........
for any Federal elected officials or senior members of the Executive Branch. Re~a~ ........... ~o’~a~l~ expenses C~Uid"~ ~eim~u~d~Jy~0u~ide ~i~gan~zati0ns fhrough the ......... ~ ~ ~~:"~
Commission, but there would be no honorariums or receipt of cash by the individual.
If Federal public service is really a full-time job, there should be no outside
receipt of income for these individuals except from their blind trusts or their
government bonds.

.................. ¯ ........ Approve ............

Disapprove ..................

iII. Re~ional Presidential Primaries
Actually creating regional primaries would require a Constitutional amendment.
Prop0se,~instead, ~to align the dates of the state primaries and state conventions :’
of six regional areas, and have the’Commission set the dates for each region
sometime between March i and August 15. Thus, each state could still decide if
it wanted a primary or a convention, and all of the eligibility qualifications and
legal consequences thereto. But the primaries in each region would be held on
a common date. The August 15th end date would assure that the National Conventions would be pushed closer toward September and shorten the election time.
Approve

Disapprove

r’~ Equalize Advantages .of Incumbancy
Strictly limit the use of the Congressional frank at a date well before the general
election. Make public the cost advantages and the volume used by specific
individuals so that massive mailings before the cutoff date would be exposed for
public scrutiny. Strictly limit the use of public service broadcast time (TV and
radio) for incumbants during this same period. Repeal the equal time amendment.
Limit the onsressional Record to printing remarks actually made during the
session. Do away with the tax free reversion of a Congressional member’s
statutory account. Make all non-elected federal employees subject to the Hatch

Act (especially Congressional staff, but also Presidential appointees). Modify
"actual malice" requirement judically created (N.Y. Times, V. Sullivan) for
libel and slander judgments involving public figures.
Approve

Disapprove

V. Criminalize "Dirty Tricks"

Outlaw not only the deliberate misrepresentation of campaign sponsors (i.e.,
Harlem blacks for Muskie) and the fraudulent impersonation of supporters (i.e.,
ordering pizzas or entertainers for the other side) but also increase the existent.
~ criminal penalties for un!icensed~dem_on~t;ations, parades, or civil disturbances
intended to disrupt a candidate’s presentation or speech. If characterized as
......... deliberate interference with the Federal-electoral process, this could avoid the ......
¯ .~i ~irst Amendment free
doWn’of s3eech
.irnpli~ ation~:/:. ~:~-:~. ::-!: " .....
Approve

Disapprove

VI. Constitutional Amendments

~

Your Administration has always taken the position that the Constitution is not a
. ~-~. ~ydocument to ~e.highly.~ amended~ Even though there has been public discussion of,~a::~..~
altering the term of year for Presidents and Congressmen~ we do not believe either
of these proposals to be in the best long run interests of our country and think you
should be in the position of’having considered and rejected these proposals. In .~,~ ~
light of your previous statements on direct election, you should acknowledge a
~ .... ~"~ ..... ~continuing ~need in~’ this ~area forCongressionalsCrutii~y?~,:~ ~ ....
~ ...... , .......... ~ .~
Approve

Disapprove

January ii, 1974

CAMPAIGN REFORM - A PROPOSAL

Federal Elections Commission
Open and controlled financing of all Federal campaigns in the sense that all
contributions would have to be given through a newly created Federal Elections
Commission (bi-partisan, Presidentially appointed with Senate conformation
for specific and overlapping term of years) which would set up accounts for
qualified candidates for Federal office to draw checks upon. Al__~l campaign contributions would be filtered through this Federal Elections Commission, for the
specific use of candidates or political parties. The Federal Elections Commission
would immediately make earmarked donations available to the recipients, and
make such donations public at frequent and regular intervals. Monetary contributions only in check form would be acceptable - no appreciated stocks or
bonds and no cash.
Approve

Dis approve

So called "educational material" used by organized labor or other special interest
groups would also have to be paid for through the Commission if the material
discussed candidates or parties by name.
Approve

Disapprove

There would be no limit on individual donations (and no gift tax on donations
over $3,000) and no limit on total expenditures by candidates or parties. (Harlow
disagrees, suggesting donation limits are necessary to look credible.) However,
there would be total public disclosure, and any receipt or expenditure of monies
not filtered through the Commission would be illegal.
Approve

Disapprove

(Optional) The Federal Government would match all contributions of $50 or less
at 50 cents on the dollar (thus a $50 contribution to a candidate or a political
party would receive a $25 Federal Government match, a $30 contribution would
receive a $15 match, and a $75 contribution would receive no match whatsoever).
The theory here is the encouragement of small contributions, but the matching
technique requires a candidate or a party to generate the initial contributions.
The government match is thus a self regulating mechanism. Further limitations
could be imposed by a minimum triggering requirement for matching, and a
maximum on the amount of Federal participation. Our initial cost estimate is
$90 million for the match alone. (Harlow and Timmons disagree strongly with
any sort of federal financing and think consistency is preferable to this proposed
match. )
Approve

Disapprove

II.

Other Public Disclosure
Disclosure of campaign financing has already been discussed above, but further
public disclosure should be required with regard to the financial statements
of candidates and their outside receipt of income. All candidates for Federal
office should be required to submit a standard financial statement to the Federal
Elections Commission which would be published. Once elected, these officials
and senior Executive Branch appointees would have to either liquidate their assets,
place them in blind trusts, or convert them into government bonds. All Federally
elected officials, Senate-confirmed Executive Appointees and Federal judges would
automatically be audited by the IRS each year by law.
Approve

Disapprove

Furthermore, there would be a prohibition against any outside receipt of income
for any Federal elected officials or senior members of the Executive Branch. Reasonable expenses could be reimbursed by outside organizations through the
Commission, but there would be no honorariums or receipt of cash by the individual.
If Federal public service is really a full-time job, there should be no outside
receipt of income for these individuals except from their blind trusts or their
government bonds.
Approve

Disapprove

Ill. Re$ional Presidential Primaries
Actually creating regional primaries would require a Constitutional amendment.
Propose, instead, to align the dates of the state primaries and state conventions
of six regional areas, and have the Commission set the dates for each region
sometime between March 1 and August 15. Thus, each state could still decide if
it wanted a primary or a convention, and all of the eligibility qualifications and
legal consequences thereto. But the primaries in each region would be held on
a common date. The August 15th end date would assure that the National Conventions would be pushed closer toward September and shorten the election time.
Approve

Disapprove

Equalize Advantages .of Incumbancy
Strictly limit the use of the Congressional frank at a date well before the general
election, l~lake public the cost advantages and the volume used by specific
individuals so that massive mailings before the cutoff date would be exposed for
public scrutiny. Strictly limit the use of public service broadcast time (TV and
radio) for incumbants during this same period. Repeal the equal time amendment.
Limit the Congressional Record to printing remarks actually made during the
session. Do away with the tax free reversion of a Congressional member’s
statutory account. Make all non-elected federal employees subject to the Hatch

~Act (especially Congressiona! staff, but also Presidential appointees). Modify
"actual malice" requirement judically created (N.Y. Times, V. Sullivan) for
libel and slander judgments involving public figures.
Approve
V.

Disapprove

Criminalize "Dirty Tricks"
Outlaw not only the deliberate misrepresentation of campaign sponsors (i.e.,
Harlem blacks for Muskie) and the fraudulent impersonation of supporters (i.e.,
ordering pizzas or entertainers for the other side) but also increase the existent
criminal penalties for unlicensed demonstrations, parades, or civil disturbances
intended to disrupt a candidate’s presentation or speech. If characterized as
deliberate interference with the Federal electoral process, this could avoid the
First Amendment freedom of speech implications.
Approve

Disapprove

VI. Constitutional Amendments
Your Administration has always taken the position that the Constitution is not a
document to be highly amended. Even though there has been public discussion of
.altering the term of year for Presidents and Congressmen, we do not believe either
of these proposals to be in the best long run interests of our country and think you
should be in the position of having considered and rejected these proposals. In
light of your previous statements on direct election, you should acknowledge a
continuing need in this area for Congressional scrutiny.

Approve

Disapprove
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CAMPAIGN REFORM - A PROPOSAL
I.

Federal Elections Commission
Open and controlled financing of all Federal campaigns in the sense that all
contributions would have to be given through a newly created Federal Elections
Commission (bi-partisan, Presidentially appointed with Senate conformation
for specific and overlapping term of years) which would set up accounts for
qualified candidates for Federal office to draw checks upon. Al__fl campaign contributions would be filtered through this Federal Elections Commission, for the
specific use of candidates or political parties. The Federal Elections Commission
would immediately make earmarked donations available to the recipients, and
make such donations public at frequent and regular intervals. Monetary contributions only in check form would be acceptable - no appreciated stocks or
bonds and no cash.
App rove

Dis app rove

There would be no limit on individual donations (and no gift tax on donations
over $3,000) and no limit on total expenditures by candidates or parties except
for media. However, there would be total public disclosure, and any receipt
or expenditure of monies not filtered through the Commission would be illegal.
Approve

Disapprove

(Optional) The Federal Government would match all contributions of $50 or less
at 50 cents on the dollar (thus a $50 contribution to a candidate or a political
party would receive a $25 Federal Government match, a $30 contribution would
receive a $15 match, and a $75 contribution would receive no match whatsoever).
The theory here is the encouragement of small contributions, but the matching
technique requires a candidate or a party to generate the initial contributions.
The government match is thus a self regulating mechanism. Further limitations
could be imposed by a minimum triggering requirement for matching, and a
maximum on the amount of Federal participation. Our initial cost estimate is
$90 million for the match alone.
Approve
II.

Disapprove

Other Public Disclosure
Disclosure of campaign financing has already been discussed above, but further
public disclosure should be required with regard to the financial statements
of candidates and their outside receipt of income. All candidates for Federal
office should be required to submit a financial statement to the Federal Elections
Commission which would be published. Once elected, these officials and senior
Executive Branch appointees would have to liquidate their assets, place them in

-2blind trusts, or convert them into government bonds. All Federally elected
officials, Senate-confirmed Executive Appointees and Federal judges would automatically be audited by the IRS each year by law.
Approve

Disapprove

Furthermore, there would be a prohibition against any outside receipt of income
for any Federal elected officials or senior members of the Executive Branch. All
travel and expenses for these officials would be borne by the Federal Government
to avoid any appearance of impropriety through the use of speaking fees or expense
monies. If Federal public service is really a full-time job, there should be no
outside receipt of income for these individuals except from their blind trusts or their
government bonds.
Approve

Disapprove

Ill. Regional Presidential Primaries
To get away from the multitude of State primaries and to reduce campaign costs,
a system of 6-i0 regional Presidential primaries would be established. Congress
would legislate the beginning date and the ending date for this series, as well as
the regional boundaries. The Federal Elections Commission would negotiate the
specific dates for the individual primaries. The closer the closing date for the last
regional primary was to election day, the shorter the campaign period. Obviously,
the two national conventions would have to occur after the last regional primary.
Thus, for example, if the closing date for regional Presidential primaries was
August 15th, this would assure convention scheduling after August 15th.
Approve

Disapprove

IV. E~lualize Advantages of Incumbancy
Strictly limit the use of the Congressional frank at a date well before the general
election. The best date would probably be the beginning date of regional
Presidential primaries. Make public the cost advantages and the volume used by
specific individuals. Thus, massive mailings before the cutoff date would be
exposed for public scrutiny. End government paid travel and rental of district
home offices during this same period. Repeal the equal time amendment. Limit
the Congressional Record to printing remarks actually made during the session.
Modify "actual malice" requirement judically created (N.Y. Times, V. Sullivan)
for libel and slander judgments involving public figures.
Approve

Disapprove

V.

Crminialize "Dirty Tricks"
Outlaw not only the deliberate misrepresentation of campaign sponsors (i. e.,
Harlem blacks for Muskie) and the fraudulent impersonation of supporters (i.e.,
ordering pizzas or entertainers for the other side) but also increase the existent
criminal penalties for unlicensed demonstrations, parades, or civil disturbances
intended to disrupt a candidate’s presentation or speech. If characterized as
deliberate interference with the Federal electoral process, this could avoid the
First Amendment freedom of speech inplications.
Approve

Disapprove

VI. Constitutional Amendments:
Your Administration has always taken the position that the Constitution is not a
document to be highly amended. Even though there has been public discussion of
altering the term of year for Presidents and Congressmen, we do not believe either
of these proposals to be in the best long run interests of our country and think you
should be in the position of having considered and rejected these proposals. The
only possible Constitutional Amendment we would propose is that of direct election
which you should endorse in conecpt. Since Congress is already considering
legislation in this regard, no formal submission would be necessary.
Approve

Disapprove

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

KEN COLE

SUBJECT:

CAMPAIGN REFORM

You asked that a comprehensive campaign reform package be prepared for your
review and inclusion in the State of the Union Message.
Current Administration Position:
In your radio address of May 17, 1973, on campaign reform you proposed that Congress"
establish a non-partisan Commission on Federal Election Reform. It would have the
authority to make a broad study of all practices employed by political parties and
individuals in Federal political campaigns. This passed the Senate as S. J. Res. ll0
by voice vote on July 30, 1973, and was referred to the House Committee on Administration. No House hearings occurred.
During your radio address you stated you had rejected proposing Administrationdrafted reforms for two reasons:
"First, a really comprehensive campaign reform, which I believe
we need, must thread its way through enormous complexities,
high sensitivities, entrenched interests, and a careful assessment
of the possibilities of enactment by the Congress. This will take
time. It can be done, but it cannot be done overnight.
"Second, I feel it is essential that proposals for reform come not
from one political party, not from one Administration, not from
one Congress, but from a bipartisan group of recognized experts
working in a non-partisan atmosphere and broadly enough based
to give their recommendations the full authority of manifest
impartiality."
Other Pendin~ Legislation on Campaign Reform:
A conservative estimate numbers the bills and resolutions introduce in both Houses
of Congress during this Session relating to election and campaign reform as being

more than one hundred. Only three have passed the Senate: Your Commission (S.
J. Res. II0) on July 30, 1973; Senator Pastore’s bill (S. 372) to do away with the
equal time requirement with respect to Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates
and to further limit expenditures in election campaigns for federal elective office,
which passed the Senate by roll call vote on July 30, 1973; and Senator Fannin’s
Post Card Registration bill (S. 352) which passed the Senate on May 9, 1973. The
major proposals for public financing are summarized at Tab A.

Discussion of Campaign Reform Issues:
Although the issue is complex and some proposals are mutually exclusive, they have
been grouped for discussion at Tab B in the following order:
Public Financing of Campaigns
Tough Disclosure Law
Limits on Individual Contributions
Campaign Spending Limits
Media Access
Changes in the Criminal Law
Federal Campaign Commission
Possible Constitutional Amendments
Recommended Legislation:
Tab C briefly summarizes the most severe campaign reform you could responsibly
submit. There is virtually no chance of passage for this legislation, but it places
you in superb position of advocacy on the issue and will make the anticipated Ervin
Committee recommendations seem minor by comparison.

~anuary 10, 1974

CAMPAIGN REFORM - A PROPOSAL
I.

Federal Elections Commission
Open and controlled financing of all Federal campaigns in the sense that all
contributions would have to be given through a newly created Federal Elections
Commission (bi-partisan, Presidentially appointed with Senate conformation
for specific and overlapping term of years) which would set up accounts for
qualified candidates for Federal office to draw checks upon. Al__~l campaign contributions would be filtered through this Federal Elections Commission, for the
specific use of candidates or political parties. The Federal Elections Commission
would immediately make earmarked donations available to the recipients, and
make such donations public at frequent and regular intervals. Monetary contributions only in check form would be acceptable - no appreciated stocks or
bonds and no cash.
Approve

Disapprove

There would be no limit on individual donations (and no gift tax on donations
over $3,000) and no limit on total expenditures by candidates or parties except
for media. However, there would be total public disclosure, and any receipt
or expenditure of monies not filtered through the Commission would be illegal.
Approve

Disapprove

(Optional) The Federal Government would match all contributions of $50 or less
at 50 cents on the dollar (thus a $50 contribution to a candidate or a political
party would receive a $25 Federal Government match, a $30 contribution would
receive a $15 match, and a $75 contribution would receive no match whatsoever)
The theory here is the encouragement of small contributions, but the matching
technique requires a candidate or a party to generate the initial contributions.
The government match is thus a self regulating mechanism. Further limitations
could be imposed by a minimum triggering requirement for matching, and a
maximum on the amount of Federal participation. Our initial cost estimate is
$90 million for the match alone.
Approve

Disapprove

II~:~ Other Public Disclosure
Disclosure of campaign financing has already been discussed above, but further
public disclosure should be required with regard to the financial statements
of candidates and their outside receipt of income. All candidates for Federal
office should be required to submit a financial statement to the Federal Elections
Commission which would be published. Once elected, these officials and senior
Executive Branch appointees would have to liquidate their assets, place them in

blind trusts, or convert them into government bonds. All Federally elected
officials, Senate-confirmed Executive Appointees and Federal judges would automatically be audited by the IRS each year by law.
Approve

Dis approve

Furthermore, there would be a prohibition against any outside receipt of income
for any Federal elected officials or senior members of the Executive Branch. All
travel and expenses for these officials would be borne by the Federal Government
to avoid any appearance of impropriety through the use of speaking fees or expense
monies. If Federal public service is really a full-time job, there should be no
outside receipt of income for these individuals except from their blind trusts or their
government bonds.
Approve

Disapprove

III. Regional Presidential Primaries
To get away from the multitude of State primaries and to reduce campaign costs,
a system of 6-10 regional Presidential primaries would be established. Congress
would legislate the beginning date and the ending date for this series, as well as
the regional boundaries. The Federal Elections Commission would negotiate the
specific dates for the individual primaries..The closer the closing date for the last ~
regional primary was to election day, the shorter the campaign period. Obviously,
the two national conventions would have to occur after the last regional primary.
Thus, for example, if the closing date for regional Presidential primaries was
August 15th, this would assure convention scheduling after August 15th,
Approve

Disapprove

IV. E~ualize Advantages of IncumbancY
Strictly limit the use of the Congressional frank at a date well before the general
election. The best date would probably be the beginning date of regional
Presidential primaries. Make public the cost advantages and the volume used by
specific individuals. Thus, massive mailings before the cutoff date would be
exposed for public scrutiny. End government paid travel and rental of district
~fhome offices during this same period. Repeal the equal time amendment. Limit
the Congressional Record to printing remarks actually made durin~ the session.
Modify "actual malice" requirement judically created (N.Y. Times, V. Sullivan)
for libel and slander judgments involving public figures.
Approve

Disapprove

V.

Crminialize "Dirty Tricks"
Outlaw not only the deliberate misrepresentation of campaign sponsors (i. e.,
Harlem blacks for Muskie) and the fraudulent impersonation of supporters (i.e.,
ordering pizzas or entertainers for the other side) but also increase the existent
criminal penalties for unlicensed demonstrations, parades, or civil disturbances
intended to disrupt a candidate’s presentation or speech. If characterized as
deliberate interference with the Federal electoral process, this could avoid the
First Amendment freedom of speech inplications.

Approve

Disapprove

VI. Constitutional Amendments:
Your Administration has always taken the position that the Constitution is not a
document to be highly amended. Even though there has been public discussion of
altering the term of year for Presidents and Congressmen, we do not believe either
of these proposals to be in the best long run interests of our country and think you
should be in the position of having considered and rejected these proposals. The
only possible Constitutional Amendment we would propose is that of direct election
which you should endorse in conecpt. Since Congress is already considering
legislation in this regard, no formal submission would be necessary.
Approve

Disapprove

January 9, 1~74

Dear Mr. Bolas:
On behalf of the President, thank you for your recent
letter concerning Criminal Case Histories.

I have taken th~ liberty of forwarding your letter to the
appropriate people. I am sure your views and opinions
will be given every consideration in formulation of an
Administration policy.
Thanking for taking the time to 3ive us tho benefit of you~
views.
Sincerely,

Geoffrey C. Shepard
Associate Director Domestic Council

Mr, Stanley M. Bolas
Commissioner
Department of Central Police
S ervices
County of Erie
95 Franklin Street
Bu~alo. New York 14202

Do&r Doe~
I guarantee you I didn’t ignore Four letter,
slow ~t (I ~I~) ~rresistible progress
of cam~lgn reform logts~tt~ on ~e 14111.

Thanks for sharing your views on this. I
be~e (and pr~y) that we will have some~h~ng worthy to re~rt shortly.

Counaetlor to the President

14onorabio Don 14. Clau~en
House of Representatives
Washington. D.C. 20515
bcc: Bill Tirnmons
Ge off Shepa rd J
BNH: cmp

January g. 1974

Dear Don:
Thank you for your recent letter concernln~ your El~tion
Campaign ]~spionage Act. I have been not/hi with interest
the progress of campaign reform l~slation in the Congress.

~sing along a copy of your letter and ~the bill for his conSideration in formulation of an Administration .proposal.
Thank you for taking the time to write me expressing your
views and ideas on such an important issue. I am confident
we will have something concrete to report shortly.
Thank you again for writing. It’s always seed to hear from
yOU.
With best re~ards.

Sincerely,

Bryce N. Harlow
Counsellor to the President

Honorable Don H. Claueen
U. S. Repre~entative
Washington. D. C. ~0515

MEMORANDUM FOR BOB DuPONT
SUBJECT: Attacl~,,,ed Correspondence
Would you or someone on your staff please prepare a draft response
for Miss Woods to the arrayed letter concerning help for a Vietnam
drug victim and return to me ,as soon as possible.
Thanks ~ Bob.

Geoff Shepard
Attachment

~rs. Eugene ~uarles
~14 ~ ~ lOth Street
Ca~tdge, Obto 437Z5
The ~hJte Ho,se h~$ asked ~e 1~ respond
~lss ~s s~k~ng ass]s~e ~ ~ur son
dlfffcultteS ~th d~gs.

If I can .be of arO’ a~tttonal help ~o ¥ou.or.~our son,. please call
(¢olle~t) HS. Colleen .Sachet of my office at (202) 45~-6620,

3anuary 14, 1974

Dear
Thank you very much for your recent letter concernins
your recent meetins with Governor Evans. I want to
thank you for the fine work you have been doing for
the Governor.

I look forwazd to hea~tng from and seeing you in the
near future.
S:Lncerely,

Geoffrey C, Shapard
Associate Director Domestic Council

Department of Housing and
Urban Development
~ Federal Plaza, Stztte 3541
New York City, New York 10007

e
January 9. 1974

Enclosed is my pcllce pass which expired December ~let.
Would you please arrange to have it updated and returned
to me.
Thanks. Jerry.

Geoff Shepard

THE WHITE HOUSE
"~VASHING TON

January 9, 1974

Dear Bob:
Thank you for your recent letter concerning Campaign
Reform Legislation. I have also noted with interest it’s
progress in the Congress.
Geoff Shepard, of the Domestic Council, is working diligently
on Campaign Reform Legislation. I will pass your letter on
to him for his consideration.
Thank you for taking the time to write me expressing your
views and ideas on such an important issue. I am confident
we will have something concrete to report shortly.
With best regards,

Sincerely,

Bryce N. Harlow
Counsellor to the President

Mr. Robert L. McCaughey
6313 Fort Hunt Road
Alexandria, Virginia 22307

I.
bce: Ge.0ff Shepard ~

¯

January 9, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR HUGH DURHAM
SUBJECT: ~s~enate Bill 662

Senator Bellmon, Oklahoma, wants the Administration’s opinion on
Senate Bill 662, which authorizes grants to be made to certain States
and Federal institutions to assist such States in improving their penal
and post-adjudicatory programs.
Fred Webber of our legislative office has been in contact with Norm
Carlson, Bureau of Prisons, and last week he met with Senator Bellmon.
He promised the Senator he would get him the Administration’s reaction.
Would you work with Norm Carlson and get together a joint statement and
report directly to Fred Webber your Joint concluslons.
Thanks, Bull.

Geoff Shepard

January 9, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR J. FRED BUZHARDT
SUBJECT: Campaign Reform .Leglslation
Attached is a copy of what will be our final submission on a proposal for
campaign reform legislation. I ~thought perhaps you would like to have a
copy prior to Friday for your review, recommendations, or suggestions.
~I am available for any discussion you may wish.
Thanks, Pred.

Geoff Shepard

January 8. 1974

Dear ~vernor Bond.
Thank you for your recent letter to the President
oonc~rning the National Postcard Registration Act
whiah has Just passed the Senate.

I hava ~ken the libert~ of forw~trding Four letter to
the appropriate people working on this issue: I am
sure y~ views will re~lva every consideration in
the formulation of the Admtntstrationts position on
Thank you for taking the time from. what I am sure,
must be. a busy schedule to give the President the
benefit of our views and op~ons on such an important

Sincerely.

Geoffrey C. Shepard
Associate Director Domestic Council

The Honorable Chrt~pher Bo~d
~k~vernor of l~Us~our!
Jefferson Cir. l~lssouri 6S101
co: Jim Falk

January 9 o 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR CHARLES ROTCHFORD
SUBJECT: Le, ak=l,n Ceiling in Room,

Room-188 leaks from the ceiling all the way down the side of the
wall. It is dripping on the carpet and eventually will ruin the
carpet. The ceiling is craked.
I would appreciate if, you would have someone look into the matter
as soon as possible to prevent further deterioration of the carpet and
the walls.
Thanks.

Geoff Shepard

January 9, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR BRUCE KEHRLI
SUBJECT: James St. Clair

Would you please arrange the following as soon as posaible for James
St. Clair. new Special Counsel to the President:
Have him put on the A-list for cars (since he is staying at
the Hay Adams, he will not expect po~al-to-portai sarvlce) ;
2. Make hlm an honorary member of the Conference Dlnlng Room;
3.

Arrange for him to receive a letter inviting him to be a member
of the gym.

Thanks, Bruce.

Geoff Shepard

1~1~0 FOR YRED FIBLDINO
SUBJI~GT: Oift Valued Over $200,00
In accordance with the polloy that public_ officials should not
accept ~ifts valued at or over $200o00~ I herebyturn over to
you the enclosed lener holder. I am sure you will dispose of
it in a proper manner.
Thanks° Pred.

Geoff Shepard

CAMPAIGN RKFORM - A PROPOSAL

I.

Federal I~lecttons Commission

Open and ~ontrolied financing of all Federal campaigns in the sense that all contributions would have to be given through a newly created Federal tllections Commission (hi-partisan, Presidentially appointed with Senate conformation for specific
and overlapping term of years) which would set up accounts for qualified candidates
for Federal office to draw checks upon. All campaign contributions would be filtere
through this Federal Elections Commission, for the specific use of candidates or
political parties. The Federal Klections Commission would immediately make earmarked donations available to the recipients, and make such donations public at
frequent and regular intervals. Monetary contributions only in check form would
be acceptable -no appreciated stocks or bonds and no cash.

There would be no limit on individual donations (and no gift tax on donations over
$3°000) and no limit on total expenditures by candidates or parties except for media,
However 0 there would be total public disclosure, and any receiptor expenditure of
monies not filtered through .the Commission would he illegal.

(Optional) The Federal Government would match all contributions of $50 or less at
50 cents on the dollar (thus a $50 contribution to a ~andidate or a political.party
would receive a $25 Federal Government match, a $30 contribution would receive a
$15 matc~h, and a $?5 contribution would receive no match whatsoever). The theory
here is the encouragement of small contributions, but the matching tsahnique requ
a candidate or a party to generate the initial contributions. The government match
thus a self regulating mechanism. Further limitations could be imposed by a
minimum triggering requirement for matching, and a maximum-on the amount of
Federal participation.
H. Other Pt~lic Disclosure
Disclosure of campaign financing has already been discussed above, but further
public dis closure should be required with regard to the financial statements of
candidates and their outside receipt of income. All candidates for Federal office
should be required to submit a financial statement to the Federal Elections Commission which would be published. Once elected, these officials and senior Executive
Branch appointees would have to liquidate their asscts, place them in blind trusts,
or convert them into government bonds.
Furthermore. there would be a prohibition against any outside receipt of income
for any Federal elected officials or senior me’bars of the.Executive Branch. A1!
travel and expenses for these officials would be borne by the Federal Government
to avoid any appearance of impropriety through the use of speaking fees or expense

monies, If Federal public service is really a full-time Job, there should be no
outside receipt of income for these Individuals except from their blind trusts or
their government bonds.

To get away from the multitude of State primaries and to reduce campaign costs,
a system of 6-10 regional Presidential primaries would be established. Congress
would leg~alate the beginning date and the ending date for this series, as well as
the regional boundaries. The Federal Elections Commission would negotiate the
specific dates for theindividual primaries. The closer the closing~ date for the last

Thus, for example, if the closing date for regional Presidentlal~ primaries was
August 15th, this would assure convention scheduling after August ISth.

Strictly limit the use of the Congressional frank at a date well before the general
election. The best date would probably be the beginning date of regional
Presidential primaries. Make public the cost advantages and the volume used by
specific individuals. Thus, massive mailings before the cutoff date would be
exposed for public scrutiny. End government paid travel and rental of distri~
home offices during this same period. Repeal the equal time amendment. Limit the
Congressional Record to printing remarks actually made during the session.
V.

Crtminalize "Dirty Tricks"
Outlaw not only the deliberate misrepresentation ofcampaign sponsors (i. e.,
Harlem blacks for Muskie) and the fraudulent impersonation of supporters (l .e,,
ordering pizzas or entertainers for the other side), but also increase, the existent
criminal penalties for unlicensed demonstrations, parades, or civil disturbances
intended to disrupt a candidate*s presentation or speech. If characterized as
deliberate interference with the Federal electoral process ,. this could avoid the
First Amendment freedom of speech implications. Modify nactual malicen requirement judicsily created (N.Y. Times, V. Sullivan) for Libel and slander Judgments
Luvolving public figures.

What do you plan to do to prevent terrorism from spreading further into the
United States?
A:

International terrorism must be fought at every level of society. The killing
and maiming of innocent people has no place in the world today,
The President has established a Cabinet Committee to Combat International
Terrorism, chaired by the Secretary of State. The Committee has worked
hard to improve the liaison, and coordination of our efforts both at home and
abroad, He recently asked Congress fo~ an additional $21 million to improve
the security of U. S. Embassies abroad, Our approach to the control of
terrorism is nondiscriminatory 0 and we are attempting to cooperate with all
foreigngovernments in tl~ts important effort.
Although we have taken many public and private steps to discourage the use
of terrorism, constant vigilance is of the utmost importance, The American
people can be sure that this Administration will take all possible precautions
to reduce the xtsks of attacks by L-ztarnational terrorists.

January 4,~ 1974

CAMPAIGN RHFORM

How hard is the Nixon Admlatstratlon pushing for campaign reform?

A~

As the President stated in his Message to Congress of May 16, 1973, he
believes that campaign reform is both essential and urgent, but that it is
vital to have the proposed reforms carefully considered -- not singly -- but
in their relationship to each other and that it be done in a non-partlsan
context.
He, therefore, proposed a non-partisan Commission on Federal Election
Reform. That proposal passed the Senate on July $0, 1973, but no action
occurred in the House of Representatives.
There are all kinds of areas which deserve serious consideration: election
financing reform (including the possibility of public financing), direct
election rather than the existing electoral college, the thorny problem of
appropriate access to the media, and the outlawing of such Udirty tricks~
as intentional misrepresentations of any opponent’s position .... of these
possible reforms are presently under consideration before a variety of
Congressional Committees. The point i wish to make. however, is that we
ought to carefully think through the ramifications each of these changes
would have (both singly end in concert) on our electoral process, before
we adopt what may become radical departures from the present system.
I have talked with the President about this, and since so much time has now
passed in this vital area, we have decided to submit a comprehensive
campaign reform bill early in the next session,

January 4. 1974

CAMPAIGN REFORM - A PROPOSAL

I.

Federal Elections Commission
Public financing of all Federal campaigns in the sense that all contributions
would have to be given through a newly created Federal Elections Commission
(bi-partisan, Presidentially appointed with Senate conformation for specific and
overlapping term of years) which would set up accounts for declared candidates
for Federal office to draw checks upon. Al__.~l campaign contributions would be
filtered through this Federal Elections Commission, for the specific use of
declared candidates or political parties. The Federal Elections Commission would
immediately make specific donations available to the recipients, and make the
donation public at the same time. Monetary contributions only would be acceptable - no appreciated stocks or bonds.
There would be no limit on individual donations (and no gift tax on donations
over $3,000) and no limit on total expenditures by candidates or parties. However,
there would be total public disclosure, and any receipt or expenditure of monies
not filtered through the Commission would be illegal.
(Optional) The Federal Government would match all contributions of 850 or less
at 50 cents on the dollar (thus a $50 contribution to a candidate or a political
party would receive a $25 Federal Government match, a $30 contribution would
receive a $15 match, and a $75 contribution would receive no match whatsoever.)
The theory here is the encouragement of small contributions, but the matching
technique requires a candidate or a party to generate the initial contributions.
The government match is thus a se!f regulating mechanism.

II.

Other Public Disclosure
Disclosure of campaign financing has already been discussed above, but further
public disclosure should be required with regard to the financial statements of
candidates and their outside receipt of income. All candidates for Federal office
should be required to submit a financial statement to the Federal Elections Commission which would be published. Once elected, these officials and senior
Executive Branch appointees would have to place their assets in blind trusts or
convert them into government bonds.
Furthermore, there would be an absolute prohibition against any outside receipt
of income for any Federal elected officials or senior members of the Executive
Branch. Al~l travel and expenses for these officials would be borne by the Federal
Government to avoid any appearance of impropriety through the use of speaking

fees or expense monies. If Federal public service is really a full-time job,
there should be no outside receipt of income for these individuals except from
their blind trust or their government bonds.
III. Regional Presidential Primaries
To get away from the multitude of State primaries and to reduce campaign costs,
a system of 6-i0 regional Presidential primaries would be established. Congress
would legislate the beginning date and the ending date for this series, as well as
the regional boundaries. The Federal Elections Commission would negotiate the
specific dates for the individual primaries. The closer the closing date for the
last regional primary was to election day, the shorter the campaign period.
Obviously, the two national conventions would have to occur after the last
regional primary. Thus, for example, if the closing date for regional Presidential
primaries was August 15th, this would assure convention scheduling after August
15th.
IV. Equalize Advantages of Incumbancy
End of the use of the Congressional frank at a date well before the general election.
The best date would probably be the beginning date of regional Presidential
primaries. Make public the cost advantages and the volume used by specific
individuals. Thus, massive mailings before the cutoff date would be exposed for
public scrutiny. End government paid travel and rental of district home offices
during this same period. Repeal the equal time amendment. Limit the Congressional Record to printing remarks actually made during the session.
V.

Criminalize ’.’Dirty Tricks"
Outlaw not only the deliberate misrepresentation of campaign sponsors (i.e.,
Harlem blacks for Muskie) and the fraudulent impersonation of supporters
(i.e., ordering pizzas or entertainers for the other side), but also increase the
existent criminal penalties for unlicensed demonstrations, parades, or civil
disturbances intended to distrupt a candidate’s presentation or speech. If
characterized as deliberate interference with the Federal electoral process, this
could avoid the First Amendment freedom of speech implications.

January 8. 1974

Dea~ 1~. Wheaton:
Walt Mlnni~k was passed along your letter of December 4th
suggesting ways to straighten out the campaign financing
rn~SS.

I wanted you to know that we have had similar thoushts along
these same lines which may come to fruition.
Thank you for taking the time to give us the benefit of your
ideas.
Sincerely,

Geoffrey C. Shepard
Associate Director Domestic Council

Mr. Gene Wheaton
USACIDC/USAP~EC Liaison Officer
c/o CID Field Office
Fort Sheridan, Illinois 60037

January 9. 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR BOB DuPONT

SUBJECT: Meetin~I With Ken Rietz and Yourself

I would appreciate any recommendations and/or suggestions you may have
concerning a reply to the attached letter from Ken Rletz.
Thanks, Bob.

Geoff Shepard

January 5, 19’73

Dear Mr. Korinchak:
As we discussed on the phone, the Domestic Council merely coordinates

quency.
However, the bulk of the information on t~s government’s efforts to combat juvenile delinquency resides in the Departments ~f HEW and Justice.
I have ch~ed with people who are surprised to learn that GAO is asking
Assistant Secretary, Human Development. F~W. 963-4491, and Chuck Work
Associate Administrator, Law ]~nforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA)
386-3275.
If you still feel you need to talk with me after your discussions with these
alert organizations, I would be happy to talk with you.
Sincerely,

Geoffrey C. Shepard
Associate Director Domestic Council

Mr. Robert Korinchak
General Accounting Office
441G SWeet, Northwest
Washington, D. C. 20548
cc: Chuck Work
Stan Thomas

1974

Bzy~e lq. H~low

.Dlre~l~r

bcc: Anne Arm#tron~
Geoff Shepard
BNH:cmp

